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Abstract
In many research laboratories, Iterative Learning Control (ILC) has proven
itself to be a very effective technique to reduce repetitive control errors that
occur in systems that continually perform the same motion or operation.
Based on errors from previous operations, the technique iteratively constructs
a feedforward signal, with which extremely small tracking errors are obtained
[4, 51However, several characteristics of ILC have prevented it from being widely
used as a control technique for industrial applications. First, the learned feedforward signal depends on the setpoint. If this is altered, the complete learning
process has to be repeated, which costs time. For the carrier application of
this research, a wafer scanner motion system, this is an important restrain.
A second issue when applying standard ILC [5], is the fact that it amplifies
non-repetitive disturbances and noise.
In the research presented here, both issues have been addressed. Insights
from time-frequency analysis of relevant control signals have led t o a timefrequency adaptive ILC that is capable of achieving a tracking performance
equivalent to standard ILC, whilst significantly reducing the noise amplification.
Further, this has led to one feedforward signal that is suitable for tracking
different setpoints. For classes of systems that show behavior comparable to
the considered motion system, application of the developed technique - called
piecewise ILC - leads to a negligible increase of the tracking errors. This
increase is the result of position dependent disturbances and dynamics of the
concerning system.

Samenvatt ing
Iterative Learning Control (ILC) heeft zich in vele laboratoria bewezen als
een effectieve manier om repeterende fouten te onderdrukken, die voorkomen
in systemen die steeds dezelfde beweging of operatie herhalen. Op basis van
foutsignalen van vorige operaties wordt met behulp van deze techniek op een
iteratieve wijze een feedforward signaal geconstrueerd, waarmee zeer kleine
volgfouten worden verkregen [4, 51.
Echter, verschilende eigenschappen van ILC hebben een breed gebruik van de
techniek voor industriele toepassingen in de weg gestaan. In de eerste plaats
hangt het met behulp van ILC geleerde feedforward signaal af van het gevolgde
traject. Indien dit traject wordt gewijzigd, dient het gehele leerproces te worden
herhaald, hetgeen tijd kost. Voor de toepassing in het kader waarvan dit onderzoek is uitgevoerd - een positioneer-systeem in een wafer-scanner - is dit een
zeer belangrijke beperking. Een tweede eigenschap is dat door toepassing van
standaard ILC [5] niet-repeterende verstoringen en ruis zullen worden versterkt.
In het hier besproken onderzoeksproject, zijn beide problemen aangepakt.
Tijd-frequentie analyse van relevante regelsignalen heeft geleid tot inzichten
in het leerproces en in de dynamica van het systeem, die zijn gebruikt voor
het ontwerpen van een tijd-frequentie adaptieve ILC. Met behulp van deze
methode zijn volgfouten bereikt, die vergelijkbaar zijn met resultaten van
standaard ILC, maar waarbij ruis in mindere mate is versterkt.
Verder heeft de methode geleid tot 66n geleerd feedforward signaal, dat geschikt
is voor het volgen van verschillende trajecten. Voor systemen die vergelijkbaar
gedrag vertonen met het beschouwde positioneersysteem, leidt toepassing van
de ontwikkelde techniek (piecewise ILC) tot een verwaarloosbare toename van
de volgfout. Deze toename is het gevolg van positie-afhankelijke verstoringen
en dynamica in de betreffende systemen.
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1 Introduction
The essential steps in the manufacturing process of integrated circuits (IC's) are performed by lithographic
machines called wafer scanners. An important module
of these machines is the wafer stage, which is the carrier application of this research. It is a 6 DOF motion
system, which positions the silicon wafer with respect
to the illumination optics with high precision. As IC's
are becoming smaller, the required precision increases
proportionally. In order to meet positioning tolerances
that are currently in the order of nanometers, they need
a very careful design. This is not only the case for the
mechanical construction, but also for the design of actuators, electronics, software, measurement and control
systems, etc.
In particular in control system design, specifications
could so far be met using basic, well known concepts
like feedback with PD controllers and rigid body acceleration feedforwards. In the future, these concepts
will no longer be able to achieve the desired tracking
performance, for which more advanced designs will be
needed.
When only feedback is applied to the considered motion system, disturbances introduced by the setpoint
can cause the servo error to temporarily exceed the required tolerances. It then takes a certain settling time
for this error to settle within tolerances again. Feedforward control can shorten the settling time and improve
the tracking performance.
The work presented here is part of the zero-settling research project at Philips CFT. During the past years,
numerous research projects have been aimed at reducing settling-time, tackling the problem from various sides. Examples are input shaping [4], where a
model of the system is incorporated in setpoint design and advanced, model based feedforward techniques
[4]. For motion systems that repeatedly perform the
same movement, a feedforward technique called Iterative Learning Control or ILC can be applied. This
technique uses an iterative process to incorporate past
control information such as tracking errors and control

input signals into the construction of a new feedforward signal. It has already been successfully applied
to wafer scanner motion systems by [I, 2, 4, 51.
But although ILC leads to a good tracking performance, several issues remain that prevent it from being
widely used for industrial applications. The fact that
the learned feedforward signal is dependent on the setpoint, means that the whole learning process has to be
repeated if this setpoint is altered. For wafer scanners,
this constitutes the main drawback, since the setpoint
is related t o the frequently changing size of the die t o
illuminate (see figure 1.1). A second, less severe characteristic of ILC, is the fact that it amplifies noise and
other non-repetitive disturbances.
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Figure 1.1: Effects of extending or contracting the 3rd
order setpoint (top) for larger or smaller die sizes on its
acceleration profile (bottom). Since the considered system
behaves largely as a rigid body, a suitable feedforward signal
is very similar to this profile.

The research presented here has been aimed at improving the industrial applicability of ILC by reducing the
influence of the mentioned issues.

In [7], a joint time-frequency analysis technique has
been used to gain insight into the dynamics of the considered system and into the learning process. It has
been shown that high energy of the servo error signal
is concentrated very locally in time. The learning process is therefore less important for the time-instants
outside these intervals, where it only leads to amplification of noise.
In the standard ILC setting (see section 2), a compromise must be made in the design of the robustness filter, since this filter influences both the reduction of the
repetitive error and the amplification of noise. In this
report, a time-varying filter is introduced that adapts
according to the momentary frequency content of the
feedforward signal. This leads t o a time-frequency
adaptive ILC that features a reduced noise amplification compared to standard ILC, whilst achieving an
equivalent suppression of repetitive errors. Moreover,
this has led to one learned feedforward signal that can
be used for different setpoints. The applied technique called piecewise ILC - reduces the setpoint dependency
of ILC for classes of systems that show little position
dependent behavior. Such behavior limits the achievable performance of the technique, and is still an open
issue.

Figure 2.1: A block-schematic for standard ILC

2.1 T h e o r y
The goal of ILC is t o suppress the repetitive error eT
by creating a feedforward signal u = u* such that
P u * = r . The standard ILC process uses the error
ek at iteration k t o update the feedforward u k + l in the
next iteration. A sequence of inputs u k is sought with
the following property:
U*

= lim

uk

k+m

This report is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the concept of standard ILC, which is followed by an
analysis of its performance in section 3. With the aim
of designing a time-varying robustness filter, several
different stationary shapes for this filter are evaluated.
Section 4 discusses joint time-frequency analysis techniques in general and its application to control signals
relevant for ILC. The design of a time-varying robustness filter is then described in section 5, for which a
suitable bandwidth profile is sought in section 6. Finally, the concept and experimental results of piecewise
ILC are discussed in section 7.

The prototype update law is given by:

where ek is the error signal, u k the feedforward signal
and n k an output disturbance (see figure 2.1).

2 I t e r a t i v e Learning Control

In this section, the concept of standard ILC is introduced. Consider an LTI, closed loop system with a
plant P and a feedback controller C.
When the setpoint r is the only disturbance acting on
the loop, the servo error eT is given by
10"

10'

1o2

1o=

10'

Frequency[Hz]

+

where S is the sensitivity function, defined by S = (1
PC)-'. Standard ILC (see figure 2.1) is a technique
that consists of the design of a suitable feedforward
signal u such that the servo error e is greatly reduced.
Observe from figure 2.1 that the design of ILC consists
of the design of the learning filter L and the robustness
filter Q.

Figure 2.2: A Bode-plot of the (SISO) measured transfer function PS at the center wafer position (thick line),
together with the learning filter L (thin line).

The convergence criterion. Based on (2.3) and
(2.4) and the fixed point theorem [14], a sufficient but

forward-backward filtering method, known in Matlab
as f i l t f i l t (see appendix A). Figure 2.3 shows a
magnitude plot of the convergence criterion from (2.5),
evaluated for different positions on the wafer.

3 Performance analysis

In this section, the tracking performance will be analyzed for standard ILC with different types of robustness filters. This analysis will be later used in the design of a time-varying robustness filter in section 5.

Figure 2.3: The convergence criterion from (2.5) plotted
for different wafer positions.

not necessary condition for the convergence of ILC can
be derived [6]. This convergence criterion can be written as:

From this criterion, it follows that the learning filter
L should approximate the inverse of the process sensitivity function PS, such that L(s) P S ( s ) z 1. It also
shows the role of the robustness filter Q, which is used
to make sure that the criterion (2.5) is satisfied for all
frequenciesiwhere 11- L(s) PS(s)l # 1.
.2.2 Implementation of standard ILC
Now that the underlying theory of standard ILC has
been explained, some implementation issues will be discussed. In order t o be able to compare the results, the
same feedback controllers have been used for this research as in [5, 6, 71. Moreover, the experiments have
been performed for the same (i.e. y-) axis of motion.
Finally, the same learning filter (see figure 2.2), based
on measurements at the center wafer position, has been
used for all experiments shown in this report. This filter is created as a stable approximation of the inverse
of the modeled process sensitivity function PS using
the ZPETC algorithm by Tomizuka [9].
The Q-filter should compensate for the mismatch between the learning filter and the system dynamics, as
introduced by this procedure. It also needs to compensate for further mismatches arising from the fact
that the dynamics of the test-rig are slightly position
dependent 151. Since the mismatches from both origins
become mainly significant for high frequencies, the Qfilter is chosen a low-pass filter.
A 4th order Butterworth filter with a bandwidth of
750 [Hz], has been found to insure convergence for all
wafer positions. This has been implemented using a

Like in any physical system, measurement noise and
other non-repetitive disturbances are also present in
a wafer scanner. It is known [I, 41, that ILC amplifies
these disturbances. Apart from providing robustness t o
modeling errors, the Q-filter influences the magnitude
of this noise amplification. If the Q-filter is chosen a
low-pass filter, a lower bandwidth results in less noise
amplification, but also decreases the learning performance. The filter's bandwidth thus forms a trade-off
between suppression of repetitive errors and amplification of noise. A simple mind experiment in appendix
C helps to understand the influence of non-repetitive
disturbances on the tracking error when applying standard ILC.
3.1 Signal energy
The tracking performance of standard ILC will be evaluated by the mean power [18] of the remaining servo
error signal. This will be evaluated for both deterministic and non-deterministic disturbances. Good performance means a good suppression of the repetitive
effects in the error signal, while restricting the amplification of non-repetitive effects and noise.
Consider the power spectral density (PSD) [12] of a
time-signal s(t), which is given by

where R,,(T) is the autocorrelation function, given by

The mean power P of the signal s(t) will be expressed
as
03
-

P = /03Bss(f)df.

(3.3)

When an LTI system described by H(s), is excited by
an input signal u(t), the PSD of the corresponding output signal y(t) can be related to the PSD of the corresponding input signal u(t), such that

where qYy
(f) is the PSD of y(t) and P,,(f)
of u(t).

is the PSD

3.2 The deterministic limit error
Consider the case when the convergence criterion from
(2.5) is satisfied and the output disturbance n (see 2.1)
is zero. The limits for k + ca for equations (2.3) and
(2.4) are then given by

where u* is the limit feedforward signal and e* is the
limit error. By using (3.4), the PSD,:!i! of the limit error e* can be related to the PSD of the setpoint !PTT
(f),
such that
-

Pdet, the mean power of the deterministic limit error
can be obtained from (3.7) by using (3.3).

3.3 The non-deterministic limit error
In this section, the contribution of non-repetitive disturbances to the tracking error will be analyzed. The
case will be considered when r is zero and nk a nonrepetitive disturbance. The following feedforward update law is then obtained from (2.3) and (2.4):

uk+l = Q ( l - L P S ) u k - Q L n k

(3-8)

For simplicity of the explanations, only stochastic effects of nk will be analyzed. When nk is considered to
be uncorrelated to uk, (3.8) can be written as

where

and QUu,k( f ) is the PSD of uk(t). The PSD of nk(t),
denoted by k,,(f) is considered iteration independent. When the learning algorithm is convergent and
the limit for 5 -+ ca is taken such that qt,(f) =
*uu,k(f) = q ~ ~ , k + ~ the
( f ) PSD
,
of u* can be writ-

By using (2.3), the spectrum of the error qee,k(f)can
be written as a function of the feedforward spectrum
qUu,k(f)such that
gee,k(f) = I p s ( f ) (2*uu,k(f) $- qnn(f ).

(3.13)

Note that this holds under the assumption that nk(t)
is uncorrelated to uk(t). The PSD of the limit error
q;,(f) can be obtained by substitution of 9 z u ( f ) :

Similar as for (3.7), the mean power of the stochastic
limit error Et can be obtained from (3.14) by using
(3.3).

Remark. When a learning filter is assumed such
that L(f) P S ( f ) GZ 1 for all frequencies up t o the Qfilter bandwidth, (3.14) can be reduced to

which means that the energy of the noise is only doubled in pass-band frequencies of the Q-filter, while stopband frequency content is not amplified. Mismatches
such that L PS # 1for higher frequencies will lead to a
higher amplification of the non-repetitive disturbances.
3.4 Choosing a filter type
In the described method, the contributions of repetitive and stochastic effects in the limit error have been
separated. However, it is the combination of these effects that is desired to be as small as possible. In this
section, the sum of (3.7) and (3.14) is evaluated for various choices for the type of the robustness filter. This
will give important insights into properties of this filter
that are relevant for ILC. Moreover, it leads to a better
founded choice for the Q-filter bandwidth in standard
ILC, than by the convergence criterion from (2.5) alone.
In appendix D, an optimal robustness filter is discussed
that minimizes the limit error of standard ILC for deterministic disturbances. This gives insight into the
choice of a Q-filter in relation to the mismatch between
the plant dynamics and the learning filter.

A Butterworth filter is commonly used as a robustness filter in ILC and therefore a good measure
of comparison t o evaluate other filter types. It is a
causal approximation of a continuous time, ideal lowpass filter. The magnitude response function of the filter with order N is denoted by Hb(f ) . The approximation is based on the requirement that the first (2N - 1)
derivatives of I Hb (f ) l2 are equal to zero at f = 0 and
a t f = ca. The squared magnitude response function
of a Butterworth filter with a bandwidth (cut-off) frequency denoted by f, is of the form [13]

Note that IHb(O)l = 1 and IHb(f,) 1 =
as desired
and also that I Hb(f ) ( is monotonically decreasing for
all f .
In order t o implement a Butterworth filter as a robustness filter in the ILC scheme (see figure 2.1), its nonzero phase characteristic has to be dealt with. For this
purpose, a simple technique can be used that enables
the application of any filter without phase shift. With
this technique, the signal is first filtered forwards and
then again backwards. In Matlab, this is implemented
in the function f i l t f ilt (see appendix A).

A Gaussian filter. The Gaussian distribution can
be considered the impulse response function of a filter.

According to 1151, this filter is suitable t o be used as the
robustness filter in ILC. Its definition is based on the
parameters r and a, specifying the mean and variance
of the distribution respectively:

By taking the Fourier transform of (3.17) for r = 0,
the filter's frequency domain characteristic is obtained,
which will be denoted by F ( f , 0). An approximation
of this transform is derived in appendix F and is given

From (3.18), it can be observed that the Gaussian filter
has a low-pass characteristic in the frequency domain,
which makes it a candidate for the time-varying filter
to be designed in section 5.
Due t o the window's symmetry, the filter is non-causal,
with a phase response of zero for all frequencies. This
can also be observed from the fact that (3.18) is realvalued. The parameter a specifies the width of the bellshaped function in time-domain and thus influences the
filter's frequency domain characteristic (3.18). A large
0 will result in a very broad bell-shape and a low bandwidth, while a small g will produce a narrow bell and
a higher bandwidth.
The relati& between a and the cut-off frequency f c
can be found by solving the following for a:

of the servo error during stand-still in closed loop operation. For details on the noise description used for
numerical evaluation, see appendix B.
For the Butterworth filter, the numerical evaluation
has been performed for several different values of N
(see 3.16). The results for this kind of filter that are
shown in this report are obtained for N = 4, which has
given the best tracking performance for the considered
system.
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Figure 3.1: The mean power of the limit error for repetitive disturbances. Results are plotted up to the highest
bandwidth that satisfies the convergence criterion.

This leads to the sought relation:

A brick-wall filter. The number of choices for the
shape of the Q-filter are limitless, but an interesting
extreme low-pass filter is the 'brick-wall' or ideal [13]
low-pass filter. This filter has a frequency response
function of exactly one up to its bandwidth, followed
by a stop-band response of exactly zero. Its impulse
response function is of infinite length, non-causal and
defined as
h(t) = 2fcsinc(2f, t),
(3.21)
where f , the filter's cut-off frequency in [Hz].
Numerical evaluation. Equations (3.7) and (3.14)
have been numerically evaluated for the Butterworth,
the Gaussian and brick-wall filter types.
The used learning filter and process sensitivity function
have been the same for all computations. For the evaluation of (3.7), r(t) has been chosen a standard 3 1 order
~
setpoint with a step length of 0.1 [m] (see figure 1.1).
For the evaluation of (3.14), an estimation of Pnn(f)
has been acquired from a reasonably long measurement

Figure 3.2: The mean power of the limit error for stochastic disturbances. Results are plotted up to the highest bandwidth that satisfies the convergence criterion.

The results of this numerical evaluation, are shown in
figures 3.2 and 3.1. The results shown for the timevarying filter will be discussed in section 5.

The total limit error is obtained by summing the repetitive effects from figure 3.1 and the stochastic effects
from figure 3.2. For standard ILC with a Q-filter based
on the Gaussian filter and on the squared 4th order
Butterworth filter, results are plotted in figure 3.3.
For the Butterworth type filter, it can be observed that
a bandwidth higher than ca. 500 [Hz] will not lead t o
a better tracking performance. If looked at a smaller
scale, the mean power of the total limit error even increases for higher bandwidths, due to noise amplification. Moreover, this bandwidth lies far below 830 [Hz]
where the plant shows significant position dependent
dynamics [5, 71. The need t o deal with these is thus
taken away.

In order t o validate the evaluation method, standard
ILC has been implemented on the test-rig using the
two Q-filter types evaluated in figure 3.3. The experimentally found values are acquired by calculating the
mean power of the servo error signal after enough iterations to have visually converged. As can be observed,
the experimentally obtained values correspond well to
the estimated values.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the estimated mean power of
the total limit error to experimentally obtained values.

Remarks. Observe in figure 3.2, that the type of
the robustness filter makes no significant difference for
noise amplification. Noise amplification increases with
the filter bandwidth and the noise power is approximately doubled for high bandwidths, which is as expected (see appendix C).
Observe in figure 3.1, that the mean power of the limit
error for repetitive disturbances decreases for higher filter bandwidths. Of the evaluated filter types, the best
tracking performance - i.e. the smallest mean power
of the deterministic limit error - is achieved when the
Q-filter has the magnitude response of a 4th order But-

Figure 3.4: Time domain error signals obtained after convergence of standard ILC based on a 4thorder Butterworth
filter (implemented using the filtfilt method) and on a
Gaussian filter; both with a bandwidth of 500 [Hz].

terworth filter. When using the forward-backwards
(f i l t f i l t ) method to implement the Butterworth filter with a zero phase characteristic, the filter's magnitude response is squared and thus lowered for all frequencies. This leads to the reduced tracking performance that can be observed from figure 3.1.
On the same grounds, a relatively poor tracking performance is obtained for standard ILC with a Gaussian
type robustness filter. This is due to the very gradual roll-off of its magnitude response, which causes it
t o be far below one for pass-band frequencies. In appendix F.2, this is discussed in more detail. In the timedomain, the poor tracking performance of the Gaussian
filter is also clear, as illustrated by the tracking errors
plotted in figure 3.4.
Based on observations so far, a few general remarks
can be made about the properties of the robustness filter in relation to the tracking performance of standard
ILC. First of all, the filter should be chosen such that
the convergence criterion from (2.5) is satisfied. This
requires the filter to have sufficient stop-band depth,
which depends on the mismatch between the learning
filter and the closed loop system dynamics. It is also
important that the Q-filter does not affect the phase of
a signal, which leads to non-causal filters whose impulse
response functions Q(t) are symmetric about t = 0.
In addition, the pass-band gain of the filter is critical
for the tracking performance: the further below unity,
the larger the limit error for repetitive disturbances.
This is where the strength of the Butterworth filter
and the weakness of the Gaussian filter lie.

4 J o i n t time-frequency analysis

In many fields of work, including control engineering, the (discrete) Fourier transform is a valuable and
widely used tool. It allows the decomposition of a signal into its individual frequency components and features many properties that are useful for signal processing and analysis.
Although the Fourier transform shows the relative intensity of each frequency component in a certain signal, it provides no information about when those frequencies occurred. For example, if a Fourier transform
is performed on a human speech signal, the result is
influenced by the frequency content of all vowels and
consonants uttered during the time-span of the recording. However, if a small piece of the signal is analyzed
that contains only a single sound with a stationary
frequency spectrum, a fair idea of this spectrum can
be obtained. But without information on when these
separate sounds occur in time, this method becomes
problematic. Moreover, many sounds produced by man
are inherently non-stationary, i.e. their frequency spectrum varies so fast over time that no time-interval can
be found where this is more or less stationary. The
faster the spectrum changes, the shorter the analysis
window needs t o be, but also the less frequency information can be extracted. This is a trade-off with a
fundamental limit defined by Heisenberg's uncertainty
principle, .which states that the product of time resolution (At) and frequency resolution (Af ) is bounded
such that 2
nf a t 2 $.
(4.1)
r .

-*

--..

In principle, the described method calculates Fourier
transforms of a moving time window of a signal, which
is called the short time Fourier transform. Another frequently used time-frequency representation is the spectrogram, which is the squared magnitude of the short
time Fourier transform.
Although the short time Fourier transform gives a
workable result, it has a low resolution in time, as well
as frequency. Moreover, it provides no insight into the
fundamental and mathematical concept of joint time
and frequency analysis. Understanding of this concept,
but also possibilities t o improve upon the spectrogram
were according t o Cohen [21] the motivation for the
development of other analysis techniques, such as the
Wigner distribution. This time-frequency distribution
is considered one of the prominent members [20] of Cohen's class of representations.
The integration of time-frequency analysis with the
field of iterative learning control will be investigated
for two purposes. First of all purely as an analysis tool
to gain insight into the dynamics of the machine and
into the learning process [7]. Second, time frequency
analysis is performed on the feedforward signal u h (see
figure 2.1). This information will be used in section
6 to find a suitable profile for the bandwidth of the

time-varying robustness filter described in section 5.
4.1 The Wigner-Ville distribution.
The Wigner distribution is a quadratic time-frequency
distribution, defined by

s*(t-$)~(t+f)e-~~j~~dr,
-00

(4-2)
where s*(t) is the complex conjugate of the analyzed
time-signal s(t) and f the frequency in [Hz]. The distribution is real-valued and can - due t o its quadratic
nature - be physically interpreted as the distribution
of the signal's energy over both time and frequency.
Ideally, the summed energy for all frequencies at a particular time-instant gives the instantaneous signal energy ls(t)I2. similarly the sum over the time-axis for a
certain frequency should give the energy density spectrum .IS(w)I2.
These properties are investigated by two
. . .
relations, called the marginals [21]:

Although the Wigner distribution, satisfies both
marginals, not all members of Cohen's class do, which
can make interpretation of their results more difficult.
But despite the fact that the Wigner distribution satisfies the marginals and can be interpreted as an energy
distribution, its quadratic nature is also the cause of
its most serious drawbacks. Without question the most
detrimental one, is the fact that it develops so called
cross-terms.
Cross-terms are a direct result of the quadratic definition of the Wigner distribution and have no physical
origin. The reason for their existence can be seen from
the fact that (a b)' expands t o not only the autoterms a2 b2, but also t o the cross-term 2ab. These
cross-terms exist exactly in between the so-called auto
terms in time as well as frequency. They appear as oscillating disturbances to the 'real' time-frequency representation with an amplitude of twice the magnitude
of the auto-terms.
The presence of cross-terms has led to many modified
versions of the Wigner distribution, but all efforts t o
structurally attenuate them have resulted in a loss of
resolution over either time or frequency or both. In
appendix E, a more elaborate description of the crossterms in quadratic time-frequency distributions and the
way they can be suppressed is given. Further, several
other issues concerning the Wigner distributions will
be discussed.
For the purpose of this research, a relatively easy
method has been used to eliminate the most detrimental cross-terms, which is discussed in the next section.

+

+

Figure 4.2: The Wigner distribution of the error signal in
figure 4.1. Darker means higher relative energy.

Figure 4.3: The piecewise Wigner analysis of the error
signal in figure 4.1.

4.2 Piecewise Wigner analysis
Analysis of any realistic control signal with the Wigner
distribution will lead t o cross-terms. However, knowledge about the shape of the signal t o analyse can
greatly help t o reduce them.
When a standard 3rd order setpoint is performed with
a rigid body mass feedforward, a typical servo error results, as shown in figure 4.1. This signal shows highly
repetitive behavior and contains short intervals with
high energy, corresponding t o intervals of non-zero jerk
in the setpoint. The Wigner distribution of this sig-

ated between all auto-terms, which results in the image depicted in figure 4.2.
As can be observed,
the distribution is significantly distorted by the crossterms. Instead of the four expected high energy peaks,
as many as seven can be identified.
However, the cross-terms that dominate this image cannot be produced if the signal is cut into four pieces that
each contain only one such peak (see figure 4.1). Although this comes a t the cost of frequency resolution,
it is easily justified by the advantage of cross-term reduction and reduced computational costs. Note from
the figure that the pieces are chosen partially overlapping. This keeps the partial time-signals as long as
possible and thus restricts the loss of frequency resolution. Moreover, the border effects that are experienced
when using the Wigner distribution to analyse finite,
discrete-time signals, will for the largest part not end
up the result.
Piecewise analysis of the servo error signal in figure 4.1
results in the image shown in figure 4.3. This shows significantly less cross-terms when compared to the previously obtained result in figure 4.2. The same piecewise
approach has been used to analyze the feedforward signal u h (see figure 2.1), with a similar effect on crossterms.

5 Time-varying filtering

Figure 4.1: The measured servo error, while performing
a normal srdOrder setpoint with a rigid body acceleration
feedforward. The numbered intervals are the partially overlapping pieces for time-frequency analysis. The analyzed
pieces are sewn together at the dotted lines.

nal will contain many cross-terms; as explained situ-

m e n the error signal in figure 4.1 is compared to its
time-frequency analysis in figure 4.3, it can be observed
that the energy of deterministic, high frequencies in
the error signal is concentrated around the moments of
non-zero jerk in the setpoint. Therefore, a high Q-filter
bandwidth is not required everywhere in time. Unnecessary noise amplification can be prevented if this band-

width is adapted to the momentary frequency content
of the feedforward signal.
Further, a timevarying Q-filter can adapt its bandwidth to compensate for position dependent dynamics
of a system. The bandwidth of the Q-filter in standard ILC should be chosen such that the convergence
criterion is satisfied for all plant dynamics along the
setpoint. This reduces the maximum bandwidth and
thus limits the tracking performance of standard ILC.
If the Q-filter bandwidth can change over time and thus
position, this limitation is reduced.
After an introduction to the general concept of t i m e
varying filtering, several issues that arise in the application of such a filter for ILC will be discussed in this
section.

5.1 Non-stationary combination
A- stationary filtering operation on a time signal s(t)
can be described as a time-domain convolution with
the impulse response function a(t) of the filter, such
that

ing filtering technique, called nonination [19], the time-domain window
for every time instant, becoming a(t,r).
operation can be written as

In the context of this research, the time-varying Q-filter
has a low-pass characteristic in the frequency domain
for each time-instant. It is the cut-off frequency of this
filter that varies over time. Its impulse response function is therefore denoted by Q (t, T, fl(t)), where fl(t)
denotes its bandwidth profile, i.e. the bandwidth as a
function of time.
Figure 5.1 depicts a representation of the process of
non-stationary combination. For each time instant
it shows a slice containing the input signal filtered stationarily using the bandwidth fl(i). The output signal
is constructed by taking the intersection of the plane
t = T through all slices.
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5.2 Performance penalty
As explained, the shape of the robustness filter has a
large influence on the tracking performance of standard
ILC. Implications of time-varying filtering on the performance of ILC will be discussed in this section. It
will be shown that the switching of the bandwidth values leads t o a penalty on the tracking performance of
ILC. This will be further analyzed from time as well as
frequency domain perspectives.

Figure 5.1: The output of a time-varying filtering operation may be acquired by filtering the input signal using all
bandwidths of R(t) in parallel and subsequently taking the
intersection of the so created plane with the plane t = T.

Time domain. It can be observed from figure 5.1,
that the signals in two sequential slices may significantly differ in case of discrepancies between the corresponding filter bandwidths. In that case, bandwidth
variation results in discontinuities in the feedforward
signal that reduce the tracking performance. The
larger the difference between successive bandwidth values, the larger this performance penalty can be.
However, beside the bandwidth profile, also the impulse response functions of the filter influence the performance penalty. Impulse response functions of zerophase low-pass filters typically show oscillating behavior with a maximal amplitude at t = 0 that fades to
zero in 'tails' to t >> 0 and t << 0. It has been observed
in simulations, that smaller performance penalties are
obtained for impulse response functions that fade faster
t o zero.
Frequency domain. The non-stationary combination technique can be rewritten t o the Fourier domain
[19], which is shown in appendix G. Here, the benefits
of a smooth bandwidth profile can also be observed.
Further, this shows that the performance penalty is
more significant for filters with a steep roll-off, than
for filters with a more gradual roll-off. In appendix H,
some more specific findings about the influence of bandwidth variation are shown, based on the Butterworth
filter.

5.3 Filter requirements
Before a specific time-varying filter will be designed,
some requirements will first be investigated. Results
from the analysis of the tracking performance of standard ILC in section 3 and the time-frequency analysis

in section 4 have led t o a guideline for the necessary
bandwidth variation. The bandwidth should be able
to vary between values below 100 and above 500 [Hz]
without a significant performance penalty. This bandwidth profile should be as smooth as possible, to restrict the discussed performance penalty.
Simulations of ILC with a time-varying Q-filter based
on the Gaussian, Butterworth and brick-wall type filters have shown shortcomings of each of these filter
types. Although the Gaussian filter leads t o a small
performance penalty, it results in a poor tracking performance (see figures 3.1 and 3.4).
Use of either the Butterworth or the brick-wall filter
has shown a significant performance penalty, which has
been found t o be due t o the long tail of their impulse response functions. However, stationary application (i.e.
the bandwidth has a constant value over time) of these
filters for ILC leads t o sufficient tracking performance.
5.4 Design of a time-varying filter
Numerically, it is possible to restrict the length of the
tail of a filter's impulse response function. Although
it has been observed in simulations, that restriction of
this length results in a smaller performance penalty, it
changes the frequency response function of the filter
such that the achievable tracking performance when
O(t) = constant is reduced. Therefore, the restriction of the tail length forms a compromise between
achievable performance and performance penalty due
to bandwidth variation. For the bandwidth variation
required by the mentioned guideline, this compromise
can be made such that the performance penalty remains significantly below the noise level of the considered system.
Since the analysis in section 3 has shown that the best
results may be obtained for a Butterworth type filter,
this will be used as the basis for the time-varying filter.

Reduction of the t a i l length. Let the infinite impulse response function of a zero-phase Butterworth
type filter be denoted by B(t, f,). This function is given
as the inverse Fourier transformation of the magnitude
response function for N = 4 in (3.16).
The time-domain filter window ~ ( tf,), is obtained by
clipping B(t, f,), such that ~ ( tf,), = 0 for It1 > tClip.
However, non-zero values of ~ ( tf,), at the clipping
points introduce a non-smooth step in the new impulse
response function. Simulations have shown that a significantly better tracking performance is obtained when
these values are approximately zero. Therefore, a value
for t,l,, is sought, such that B(ftclzp,f,) = 0.
Since B(t, f,) cannot be derived analytically, it will
be approximated by the brick-wall low-pass filter (see
section 3.4), whose impulse response function is given
in (3.21). Under the assumption that the period of
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Figure 5.2: The time-domain filter windows with waveletlike behavior for different bandwidth values.
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In simulations, the best results have been obtained for
tclip = 3/(2 f,).

k = 3, such that

For discrete time implementations, the filter windows
~ ( tf,), have been obtained as follows. Let f, be a
bandwidth value, normalized t o one at the Nyquist
frequency, such that &lip = round(3/2fc) is the corresponding discrete time clipping index. A filter window can now be computed for each f, by taking the
inverse discrete Fourier transform of a vector of length
(2&lip - l ) , obtained by evaluating (3.16) for the corresponding frequencies. The resulting filter can be regarded as a time-domain window with a bandwidth
dependency as depicted in figure 5.2.
The tracking performance of this filter has been evaluated for the case that the bandwidth profile is given as
a constant value. Results are shown in figures 3.1 and
3.2 as the 'time-varying filter'. Observe in 3.1 that sufficient performance can be achieved with this filter, as
the mean power of the limit error for repetitive disturbances becomes significantly lower than the system's
noise level (see 3.2). Note that the ripple in the line representing the designed time-varying filter in figure 3.1
is caused by the fact that for the numerical implementation, %lip is necessarily an integer number, whereas

.f~E R-

6 Finding a bandwidth profile

In this section, a bandwidth profile is sought for the
time-varying robustness filter described in the previous
section.
6.1 An adaptive algorithm
Because of the complex influence of the bandwidth profile on the learning process, an adaptive algorithm [15],
will now be proposed t o find a suitable bandwidth profile. Information acquired by a time-frequency analysis
is used to update the bandwidth profile during the ILC
process. In the remainder of this section, a more detailed step-by-step description of this adaptation process will be given. Because this algorithm will be implemented in a discrete time environment, a vector 2 with
elements ti is introduced, containing the time-instants
of measurement.
The adaptive algorithm starts with a constant, low
value for the bandwidth profile OO(t), which will be
updated by the adaptive mechanism after every iteration. As in normal ILC, the learning process may be
started with an arbitrary choice for the feedforward
signal, which will be chosen zero.

The feedforward signal is implemented,
such that a corresponding error signal can be measured.
This signal is filtered by the learning filter, with which
the feedforward signal from the previous iteration is
updated t o obtain u h (see figure 2.1). The piecewise
Wigner analysis described in section 4.2 will be performed on this signal. This provides information on
the locatio8 of relevant signal components in this signal, which is t o be filtered by the time-varying robustness filter.
Step two. It is assumed that the energy of noise
on the control signals in ILC is significantly smaller
than that of the deterministic disturbances. Based on
a time-frequency analysis of the noise measured in the
system (see appendix B), an energy level Ce is chosen
that discriminates between noise and deterministic signal components at every point in the time-frequency
plane. This is depicted in figure 6.1, which shows the
Wigner analysis from step one as a three dimensional
surface. The discriminating energy level C, is represented by the transparent, horizontal plane.
At iteration k , a frequency envelope Fmaz,k(3) is now
sought, that encompasses the frequencies of all signal
components at each time-instant, whose energy exceeds

ce:

Note that wk(2) and Fmax,r(t)are not functions in the
mathematical sense.

Figure 6.1: A 3D-image of the Wigner distribution of
the error signal filtered by the learning filter. The transparent horizontal plane represents the energy value C, that
discriminates deterministic signal components from noise.

Step three. The envelope F,,,(z)
is used as a gain
in an adaptive update law. This law changes the bandwidth profile after each iteration, when the effects of
the previous change on the measured error are evaluated. After a new bandwidth profile has been implemented, its benefit is evaluated by the function ANk(t),
which compares a local Lz norm (over a window of
width T,) of the error t o that of the previous iteration, such that

where
i+Tw 12

The difference ANk@) becomes a second gain in the
update rule:

where G, is a global gain to be tuned later and

is introduced to add the following logic to the mechanism: if the bandwidth was previously increased
(AOk-l (ti) > 0), while the error decreased (ANk (ti) <
0), this change was beneficial and the bandwidth may
be further increased. On the other hand, if an increase
in the bandwidth resulted in a larger error, this was
obviously not the case and the bandwidth should be
lowered again. The combination A N k ( g - Kk(t) results in this kind of update behavior.
In order to minimize the loss of tracking performance
due to bandwidth variation (see section 5.2), the obtained bandwidth profile is smoothed before it is used.

This is done by applying a low-pass Gaussian filter with
a bandwidth of approximately 20 [Hz]. The feedforward signal uf,k+l for the next trial is then obtained
by performing the time-varying filtering operation on
uh-

Tuning and results. In the description of the adaptive algorithm, three parameters have been introduced
that have been tuned using simulations. They are the
energy level C,, the global update gain G, and the
window width Tw.
C, must be tuned such that the level plane in figure
6.1 lies just above the highest peaks of the Wigner distribution of the noise. However, it cannot be chosen
too tight above the real noise level. The Wigner distribution of uh will contain cross-terms between noise
and deterministic signal components, which could exceed the plane and thus affect the envelope Fma,(5).
Further, G, and Tw have been tuned, such that the
bandwidth profile Rk(5) generated by the algorithm
leads t o a good tracking performance.

Figure 6.3: Comparison of feedforward signals resulting
from standard (dashed line) and adaptive ILC (thick line).
Note that in order to improve the axis scales, the signals
are plotted a s the difference to the rigid body acceleration
feedforward.

Remarks. When the algorithm changes the bandwidth profile, this affects the tracking error in three
ways. It changes the suppression of repetitive disturbances (1)as well as the amplification of noise (2). Further, it leads t o a different performance penalty due to
bandwidth variation (3). Since a change in noise amplification has a much smaller influence on the evaluation function ANk than the other two effects, this
has relatively little influence on the realization of the
bandwidth profile. Therefore, the bandwidth profile
found using the adaptive algorithm is not necessarily
the optimal compromise between all three effects.
Moreover are the results very much dependent on the
values of the parameters G,, C,, Tw and on the bandwidth smoothing operation, which complicates the tuning process.

(z)

Figure 6.2: The approximately converged bandwidth profor I;: M 30, resulting from the adaptive algorithm.
file Q;2k(g

Evaluation. The time-frequency adaptive ILC
achieves a tracking performance that is comparable to
standard ILC [5], while the bandwidth of its Q-filter
is much lower for most time-instances. Therefore, it
leads to a smaller amplification of non-repetitive disturbances and noise.
After tuning, a bandwidth profile is typically obtained
as depicted in figure 6.2. A learned feedforward signal
is produced, which looks very much as expected (see
figure 6.3). It shows high-frequent behavior around
time-instants of non-zero jerk in the setpoint, while it
is virtually constant in between these intervals, where
the Q-filter has a low bandwidth.

Simplifications. The adaptive mechanism has provided a good insight into the influence of R(?) on the
learning performance. It has been observed, that the
~ is very
time-frequency content of the first signal u h , (Z)
representative for the eventual signal, as the learning
filter is a good approximation of the inverted process
sensitivity function (i.e. L z PSP1). Therefore, the
frequency contour Fma,,k(5) hardly varies over iterations, which suggests a simplification to the algorithm,
where the bandwidth profile R(5) is acquired as follows:

This approach leads directly to a profile similar to the
one in figure 6.2, with comparable performance results.
In appendix I a different, very pragmatic approach to
find a good bandwidth profile is shown, based on knowl-

edge acquired by simulations with the adaptive algorithm.

7 Piecewise ILC
It has been shown in the previous section, that for
the considered system sufficient tracking performance
is obtained by applying a rigid body mass feedforward during intervals of constant velocity or acceleration. Learning is only important around time-instants
of non-zero jerk in the setpoint, where unwanted excitation of the system dynamics must be suppressed.

Figure 7.1: Piecewise ILC uses the four marked pieces of
the learned feedforward t o construct a suitable feedforward
for many 3'* order setpoints.

Based on this knowledge, a piecewise ILC will now be
introduced:-From the feedforward signal given in figure
6.3, which has been learned for a particular setpoint, a
suitable feedforward signal is created for different setpoints. As explained in the introduction, the length of
the illumination interval is the most relevant parameter of the setpoint t o be able to vary.
In figure 7.1, the four jerk intervals of a 3 1 order
~
setpoint are numbered and shown in the acceleration profile. The length of the illumination interval is related to
the distance between pieces 2 and 3. Therefore, when a
die of different size needs to be illuminated, the learned
feedforward signal is split in an acceleration and a deceleration part. For larger dies, the signal is extended
by inserting zeros in between, while both parts are superpositioned for smaller dies, since the system shows
highly linear behavior.
Remark. Although the piecewise approach has only
been used to vary the illumination length, more elaborate variations should be possible. The velocity during
the illumination interval may be changed by adjusting
the distance between pieces 1 & 2 as well as between 3
& 4, while the acceleration may be adjusted by a linear
scaling operation. The only constraint is that the jerk
level is dependent on the acceleration level.

7.1 Experimental results
When the above explained methods t o adapt the length
of the feedforward signal are implemented on the wafer
scanner test rig, very good results are obtained. Figure
7.2 shows the servo errors obtained for both longer and
shorter setpoints.
However, it can be observed that the error signals show
peaks that did not occur along the learned setpoint.
This has been found to be due t o position dependent
disturbances of the long stroke linear motors 131.
Position dependency. After application of ILC
for the considered wafer stage, its position dependent
disturbances and dynamics will be represented in the
learned feedforward signal. When this signal is used for
setpoints performed at different positions, the encountered disturbances and dynamics will be different and
thus the feedforward signal less suitable. This has also
been the case for the described experiment, where the
length of the illumination interval has been varied. By
changing this parameter, the deceleration takes place
on a different wafer-position.
This effect has been verified using a second experiment,
where exactly the same setpoint has been performed on
different wafer-positions, using the same learned feedforward signal. This leads t o errors that show peaks
of the same magnitude (see figure 7.3) as observed for
piecewise ILC on setpoints of different length. The increase of the error, observed when varying the setpoint
is thus not a result of the piecewise ILC concept, but
of position dependent behavior.
Figure 7.4 shows the RMS values of the servo errors
obtained when the same learned feedforward signal is
used t o perform mutually shifted 100 [mm] setpoints.
The horizontal axis represents the starting position yo
of the setpoint. A clearly periodic behavior can be observed in these RMS-values. They become comparable
t o those obtained at the learning position with 20 [mm]
intervals, which is exactly the coil-spacing of the long
stroke linear motors. During movement, the transition
between coils causes slight changes in the motor constant (or K-factor), resulting in small disturbances on
the short stroke. This leads to servo errors of a magnitude that realistically supports the observed position
dependent behavior.

Conclusions

The performance analysis in section 3 has been important for the selection of a robustness filter which insures a good learning performance. It has been shown
that the choice for the bandwidth of this filter implies a trade-off between the suppression of repetitive
errors and the amplification of non-repetitive disturbances and noise.
Time-frequency analysis based on the Wigner distribu-
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Figure 7.2: Measured error signals for application of piecewise ILC for various step sizes, but starting at the same position (see wafer-position schematic at the bottom-right).

Figure 7.4: Periodicity in the RMS error values when the
setpoint is shifted over the wafer in y-direction.

tion of servo error signals has proven a powerful analysis tool. It can effectively identify the locations in
time of signal components that are relevant for ILC. A
piecewise Wigner analysis approach (section 4.2) has
been successfully applied to reduce the most detrimental cross-terms.
The time-frequency analysis of servo error signals has
led to the design of a time-varying robustness filter for
ILC. By varying the bandwidth of this low-pass filter
over time, such that only deterministic disturbances are
learned, the amplification of noise can be restricted.
Several issues concerning time-varying filtering that affect the learning performance have been identified (section 5). To insure a good tracking performance, a band-
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Figure 7.3: Error signals obtained by implementing a
learned feedforward for a setpoint with different start and
end positions, but with the same step-length.
width profile must be very smooth. Further, the frequency domain characteristics as well as the shape of
the corresponding impulse response functions of the filter a t each time-instant are important.
A zero-phase Butterworth type filter has been modified
to obtain a suitable time-varying filter. The infinite
length of the impulse response function corresponding
to such a filter has been limited, to reduce the performance loss due to time-varying filtering (section 5.4).
In order t o find a suitable bandwidth profile for the
time-varying Q-filter, an adaptive method has been
introduced (section 6). This time-frequency adaptive
ILC is capable of achieving tracking errors comparable
to standard ILC, but with a reduced amplification of
non-repetitive disturbances and noise.
Further, this approach has led to one learned feedforward signal that is suitable for different setpoints (section 7). Implementation of the used method, called
piecewise ILC, on the test-rig has resulted in a small
increase in the servo errors due t o position dependent
disturbances.
For future implementations of piecewise ILC, position
dependent behavior should be dealt with. For example
by suppressing such disturbances separately, such that
they will not enter into a learned feedforward signal.
Further, it can be pointed out that other timefrequency representations might be (better) suited for
the task presented here. In particular the perfect reconstruction property of the wavelet transform seems
interesting. The combination of wavelet analysis and
filtering [24] might provide a solution to both the crossterm problem in time-frequency analysis and the performance loss due to time-varying filtering.
Further applications of time-varying filtering in the

field of ILC should also be explored. For systems with
significant position dependent and thus time-varying
dynamics, the benefit of a time-varying robustness filter looks interesting. However, non-stationarity is not
necessarily restricted to the robustness filter of E C ; a
position dependent learning filter seems also possible.
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As explained in section 3.4, the robustness filter should
not affect the phase of the signal to be filtered. However, the most widely used filters are causal, which results in phase shift and are therefore not suitable.
On the other hand, since all filtering operations in ILC
are done off-line, it is possible t o apply any filter to
a signal without affecting its phase characteristic, by
using the following method:
1. filter the signal
(thus introducing a certain phase-shift)

2. reverse the resulting signal in time

3. apply the filter again
(thus introducing an exactly opposite phaseshift)
4. reverse the signal in time
(restoring the normal direction)
This method has been implemented in the Matlab signal processing toolbox under f ilf ilt .m. However, this
method introduces problems with initial conditions of
the filter states, which can lead to unwanted behavior
of the output signal a t the beginning as well as at its
end.
For implementation of ILC on SIRE-T5, this is particularly problematic, since this results in a step-response
of the machine that may cause it to terminate controller operations. Using a short raised sine window
that smoothly forces this offset to zero, its effect can
be largely repressed, but for non-zero initial conditions
on the machine, this is no longer possible.
A second effect, caused by the described forwardlbackward filtering method, is directly the result
of filtering the input signal twice. When a filter with
a magnitude response function I H(jw) 1 is applied to a
signal s(t) twice, this means that the magnitude of the
frequency content of s(t) is adjusted by IH(jw)12. For
a low-pass filter, this means that its roll-off becomes
steeper and its stop-band magnitude lower. The passband magnitude response of a Butterworth filter, which
is below one, is also squared, resulting in an even lower
magnitude response.

B - Properties of the measured system noise
In order to find a value for the non-deterministic limit
error from section 3.3, some properties of the noise
must be known. An impression of the properties of the
noise in the SIRE-T5 wafer-scanner can be obtained
from measurements of the servo error during standstill
in closed loop operation.

C - The influence of noise: a mind experiment
A simple mind experiment can help understand what
happens with non-deterministic output disturbances
when applying ILC. Consider the case where a learning
filter is present such that L PS = 1 and the Q-filter is
chosen equal to 1. Further, the reference signal r is zero
and the output disturbance n (see figure 2.1) a signal
consisting of uncorrelated stochastic noise.
If the feedforward signal uo is zero, the error and feedforward signals after the first trial become

When this new feedforward is applied for the next trial,
a new error signal is obtained:

As can be observed, this error consists of two uncorrelated noise signals, which means that the variance of
the error is doubled compared t o the case without ILC.
The error el is also passed through the learning filter
L and used to update the feedforward signal:
u2

R,,(7) = IE ( ~ ( t - )s(t - 7))

03.1)

Evaluated for r = 0, the autocorrelation corresponds
to the signal's variance, such that:

The noise spectrum Qnn(f), used in section 3.3 is obtained using (3.1) and depicted in figure B.2.

(C-4)
(C.5)
(C.6)

It can be observed that no is not present in this
new feedforward signal and has thus been 'unlearned'.
Therefore, the variance of the error will not further
grow over iterations:

For the considered ideal case, application of ILC doubles the variance of the noise on the error.

-

An optimal Q-filter

In order to obtain more insight into the effects of the
robustness filter in standard ILC, an ideal robustness
filter will be sought that minimizes the PSD of the limit
error for repetitive disturbances. Equation (3.7) can be
written as

R,, (0) = E (s2(t)) = var(s(t)) + IE ( ~ ( t ) ) ~(B.2)
In order for the function to be accurate, a signal with
sufficient length is required. The autocorrelation function for the noise measured on the y-direction of SIRET5 is shown for small r in figure B.1.

+

= -Lnl.

D
When using the expectation operator E,the autocorrelation function of the noise can for a stationary ergodic
signal s(t) be expressed as [12]:

+

= ul Lel
= -Lno
L(n0 - n l )

where

Frequency[Hz]

Figure B.l: The autocorrelation function of the standstill

Figure B.2: The power spectral density of the standstill

error.

error.

Since by (3.3) the mean power of the limit error is found
by integration over the PSD, the minimum mean power
is found by minimizingaR(f ) for all frequencies. Therefore, R,Q and Cc will now be considered scalars of
wich R and Cc are complex-valued and Q E [0 . . .I],
such that
R = l - . 1 - Q 12
1- CcQ
As can be observed, the minimum R = 0 is only obtainedfor Q = 1. However, for values of Cc that lie
outsid&:he unit circle (i.e. ICcI > I), the convergence
criterion is then no longer satisfied. For these values of
Cc, Q must be limited, such that IQCcI < 1 and thus
Q < l/IC,I. Further, can it be observed, that if Q = 0,
R will be 1.
It can be shown that R does not have any other minima for Q E [O.. .1] apart from Q = 1. Therefore the
minimum of R will either be found for Q = 0 or for
Q = min(l,l/lC,I). In figure D.1, the plotted lines
represent the values for which R = 1when Q = 1/ ICcI.
On these lines, the same value for R is thus found as
when Q = 0. For values of Cc inside the 'pie piece'
originating from C, = 1 towards the right, Q = 0 will
even give a smaller value for R than Q = 1/I CcI.
This can be interpreted for ILC, that for the frequencies where C,(f) has a value that lies on these lines or
inside the 'pie piece', ILC cannot suppress the error.
Ideally, these frequencies should be completely blocked
by the Q-filter.

Figure D.l: For each (complex) value of C, the value for
Q that gives the minimum value for R can be found in this
complex plane. The unit circle is represented by the dotted
line.

plex signals, whose magnitude is denoted by $(t - ti).
This is modulated by a complex periodic function with
a frequency wi, such that

The composite signal x(t) is given by

E - Issues with quadratic time-frequency
distributions

Consider a composite signal x(t) to be analyzed by the
Wigner distribution. It is composed of N summed com-

Let the Wigner distribution of the separate signals yi(t)
be denoted by W, (t - t,, w - wi). The Wigner distribution W, (t, w) of the composite signal can then be expressed as in (E.3). From (E.3), it can be observed that

[18], could now become higher than this frequency,
which results in aliasing. The Wigner distribution can
thus provide relevant time-frequency information up t o
a quarter of the sampling frequency.

E.l R e d u c e d cross-term distributions.
In order to overcome some of the drawbacks of the
Wigner distribution, numerous modified versions of its
definition from (4.2) have been generated. They usually introduce a kernel function q5(0,~)into the definition, such that

the Wigner distribution of a composite signal like x(t)
is not simply a summation of the Wigner-distributions
of its components (the so-called auto-terms), but also
of multiplications of all possible combinations of two of
them. These terms are called the cross terms.
A few properties of the cross-terms can be observed
from (E.3). The most notable is the fact that they are
oscillations, due to the presence of the cosine function.
Since this function is not solely positive, the existence
of cross-terms can result in negative values in the distribution. If the distribution is to be interpreted as an
energy distributions, these negative values cannot have
a physical meaning.
A second property lies in the location of the crossterms in both time and frequency. From the expression
t - (tk + tn)/2 it can be observed, that the location in
time will be exactly in between any two auto-terms.
The same holds for the location in frequency, as follows from the term w - (wk wn)/2.
A final distinct property of the cross-terms is that the
magnitude of their oscillation is twice the magnitude
of the auto-terms. This has been the strongest reason
that much effort has been put into finding ways to eliminate them [20,21]. Some of the achieved results will be
discussed in appendix E.l: the smoothed Wigner distribution and the Choi-Williams distribution. However,
generally it can be stated that reduction of cross-terms
will result in a loss of resolution in time or frequency
domain or both.

+

Aliasing. Another disadvantage of the Wigner distribution, is that it inherently suffers from aliasing.
The reason for this effect also lies in the quadratic nature of the distribution. When a sinusoidal signal is
squared, its frequency doubles, e.g.

For the discrete case, this means that a frequency that
would normally lie well under the Nyquist frequency

The Wigner distribution can also be written in this
form. In this case, the kernel function can be shown t o
be d(0, T) = 1.
Although it is not in the scope of this research t o
present a survey of the field of time-frequency analysis,
two modifications to the Wigner distribution, that help
further point out the problems of the Wigner distribution will now be discussed in more detail: the ChoiWilliams distribution and the smoothed Wigner distribution.
T h e Choi-Williams distribution is the
a search by Choi and Williams t o find a way to reduce
the effects of cross terms in the Wigner distribution.
They wanted t o find a way to minimize the spurious
values and based their work on earlier ideas of local
autocorrelation functions. These functions are - similar
to the power spectral density from (3.1) - transformed
to the frequency domain to arrive a t a time-frequency
representation.
Choi and Williams showed that by a judicious choice of
the kernel function, the cross-terms can be minimized,
while still retaining the desirable properties of the autoterms. The kernel they found to be particularly good
is described by

in which a is a parameter that must be tuned for a particular signal in order to minimize the spurious values
due to cross-terms. It satisfies the marginals from (4.3)
and (4.4) and can be shown to be real-valued. Note
that for a = co,a kernel function is obtained, such that
the Choi-Williams distribution equals the Wigner distribution. A slight disadvantage of the Choi-Williams
distribution is the much higher computation cost in
comparison to the Wigner distribution. This makes it
less suitable t o be incorporated into an adaptive learning mechanism.

A s m o o t h e d W i g n e r distribution is a distribution that is based on the Wigner distribution, which

is consequently smoothed by an arbitrary smoothing
function. This can be applied over time or frequency,
or a combination of these. Generally, the smoothed
Wigner distribution W,(t, w ) is defined by

where G(r, V) is a smoothing function. By smoothing
the Wigner distribution, the presence of cross-terms
can be greatly reduced, but at the cost of resolution.
One particular choice for G ( r , I/) is a 2D-Gaussian function:
G ~(r, , ~= e-2r(~~2+6v2)
(E.8)

F.2 Performance issues
As has been discussed in section 3.4 and shown in figure
3.1, the Gaussian filter has a very limited learning performance compared t o the more commonly used Butterworth type filters. This is due t o the smooth roll-off
of its frequency response function, which results in a reduced learning performance well below the bandwidth.
A comparison of frequency domain behavior of a Gauss
window and a 4th order Butterworth filter, both with
750 [Hz] bandwidth, is shown in figure F.1.

where r , v E R and y,S E R+.
For all y and 6 where y6
1, application of this
smoothing function results in a strictly positive timefrequency distribution, while for yS = 1, it can be
shown [22] to be exactly equivalent t o a spectrogram
with specified window function.

<

F - Properties of the Gauss filter
F . l Fourier transform
The Fourier transform F (f , a ) of the Gaussian distribution of (3.17), will now be derived. This transform
is given by

Frequency [Hz]

Figure F.l: Frequency domain comparison of a Butterworth and a Gaussian filter with 750 [Hz] bandwidth. Note
that the axis scales are linear.

G - Effects of non-stationary filtering on ILC

After substitution of r = t / a and simplification, this
can be written as
F ( f , a) = -

e-%r2-2~jfu~

dr.

(F-2)

When the infinite integration limits are applied,
F ( f , a ) can be written in terms of the error function
(Erf), which is defined as:
Erf(t) =

2
7

1

e-" dt,

The principle of time-varying filtering discussed in section 5 can be translated into the Fourier domain using
observations by [19]. The impulse response function
a(t, r ) of a non-stationary filter can be different for each
time-instant. The filtering operation on a signal h(r)
results in the output g(t) such that

This can be written in the Fourier domain as

such that
where
At the infinite limits, the error function has defined
values, such that the sought Fourier transform can be
written as:
3 ( f , a) = e-2"2f2u2
(F.5)

and

CO

For the discrete case, this means that application of
a time-varying filter can be described in the Fourier
domain as a multiplication of the non-stationary filter
matrix A with the vector & representing the discrete
Fourier transform of the input signal:

The way the matrix A is constructed can be better
understood from figure G.l, where the time-varying
frequency response functions of the filter are plotted
as a function of time. These frequency response functions are based on an arbitrary bandwidth profile (represented by the dashed line) that specifies the bandwidth of a Butterworth type low-pass filter at each
time-instant. The matrix A is constructed from the
Fourier transforms of the thin lines along the timeaxis in the figure. For a stationary filter, these Fourier
transforms are zero except for their DC-terms (0 [Hz]),
resulting in a diagonal A-matrix. Non-stationarity of
the filter results in off-diagonal terms, which grow for
increasing non-stationarity. For a time-varying filter
with non-zero off-diagonal terms in the A-matrix, the
superposition principle no longer holds, which means
that the filter is essentially non-linear. Sudden changes
in the bandwidth also lead t o larger off-diagonal terms
than smooth changes.
Consider a time-varying filter with a low-pass frequency
domain characteristic of the same type for all timeinstants, but with a time-varying bandwidth. It can
be observed that the frequency domain shape of this
filter type influences the disturbance due to bandwidth
variation. When the same bandwidth profile is used for
a filter with steep roll-offs in the frequency domain as
for one with more gradual roll-offs, the latter will give
smaller off-diagonal terms in the A-matrix.
For ILC, it has been observed that the more offdiagonal the A-matrix is distributed, the more the
learned feedforward signal will be disturbed. This disturbance leads t o a reduction of the achievable tracking
performance of ILC.

H
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Analysis of a time-varying B u t t e r w o r t h
filter

In simulations, it has been observed that the sensitivity of the achievable performance of ILC to bandwidth
variations is larger for low bandwidths than for high
bandwidths. In time-domain, this can be observed from
the width of the filter's impulse response window. This
has an inverse relationship t o the bandwidth, see (5.4).
This means that it will change more rapidly for low
than for high bandwidths (fo).
In the frequency domain the observation can also be

Figure G.l: The frequency response functions of the nonstationary filter as a function of time (thick lines), based on
the bandwidth profile represented by the dashed line. The
magnitude-variation of the (perpendicular) thin lines over
time is important for learning performance.

made. It follows from the magnitude equation (3.16)
of a Butterworth filter of 4th order, that its maximum
negative slope at frequency fmaX is related t o its bandwidth fo, such that

and

where C is a positive constant. This means that - on
linear scales - the filter has a steeper roll-off for low
bandwidths than for high bandwidths (see figure H.l).
This results in larger disturbances of the filtered signal,
as discussed in appendix G.
Consider two Butterworth filters with different bandwidths bl and bz, with magnitude response functions
Mbl ( f ) and Mbz(f). It can be shown that the greatest difference between Mb,(f) and Mb,(f) is only a
function of the ratio r = bl/b2 and not of the absolute bandwidth values. Let the difference A M ( f ) be
defined as

The frequency fextTat which the maximum difference
occurs is then given by

For the Butterworth filter, the maximum difference is
now given by

profile is then smoothed by a low-pass filtering operation using a Gaussian filter with a bandwidth
The
result is plotted in figure 1.1 as the thick line.
By simulation of the learning process, the parameters
T and G, have been tuned with respect to tracking
performance. A bandwidth profile has thus been found
that led t o similar tracking performance as obtained
using the adaptive algorithm i n section 6.

*,.

Figure H.l: Magnitude response functions for Butterworth filters with several different bandwidths. Note the
linear axes.

In designing a bandwidth profile, care must thus be
taken that the successive relative bandwidth variations
are smallr- This can for example be achieved by subjecting the bandwidth profile to a low-pass filtering operation.

I - A pragmatic a p p r o a c h t o find a b a n d w i d t h
profile
From the adaptive algorithm in section 6.1 several important insights were obtained concerning the shape of
the bandwidth profile. First, it needs to be very smooth
in order for time-variant ILC to be effective.
This implies, that local peaks in the bandwidth at timeinstants where high frequency content is present cannot
be too narrow, or too high. It has not been found t o
be beneficial to lift the height of the peaks in the bandwidth profile above approximately 550 [Hz]. Further,
the bandwidths a t other time-instants cannot be too
low, as the learning process is very sensitive to bandwidth changes in low bandwidths (see appendix H).
The bandwidth profile must then rise too smoothly to
be able to reach sufficiently high peak-values a t the
jerk intervals. This limits the achievable tracking performance of ILC. Based on simulations using the standard 3'd order setpoint (see figure 1.1), a lower bound
for the bandwidth of approximately 50 [Hz] has been
found.
Based on this knowledge, a more pragmatic approach
to designing a suitable bandwidth profile can be taken.
First, a rectangular profile is defined, with values of
550 [Hz] for a period T around the jerk moments and
low values of 50 [Hz] at other time-instants. This is
depicted in figure 1.1 as the dotted line. The obtained
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F i g u r e 1.1: A pragmatic approach to derive a good bandwidth profile O ( t ) .

J - Matlab code: the adaptive algorithm
......................................................................................
%
AdaptiveNonStationaryILC
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [SmoothBW, uf, Es] = AdaptiveILC(Num1terations)
% description:
% The algorithm imp Zementing time-frequency adaptive ILC.
% References to equations apply to equations in the report.
% In:
% NumIterations = the number of iterations to simulate the learning process
% Out:
% SmoothBFi
= vector containing the last bandwidth profile for the Q-filter
% uf
= vector containing the learned feedforward signal
% ES
= the EMS values of the achieved error signals for each iteration

......................................................................................
% define some global variables, in order to be able to run a simuliak model
% Ts=sample time, P=Plant mode2, C=Feedback Control ler, t=time-vector,
% r=setpoint vector, uf=feedforward vector, e=error signal,
% NoiseLevet=noise level to be used in the simulations
global Ts P C t r uf NoiseLevel e

...................................................................................
% General initializations

..........................................
% a scalar value, specifying the noise power in the "Band Lzmited white noise"
% block in the simulink diagram
NoiseLevel = 4*(40/750)*0.52;

% a 4-element vector containing the discrimination leveZs for deterministic
%frequency content for each of the 4 pieces of the piecewise lu'igner analysis. Due
% to the fact that the pieces have unequal length, and high-energy levels may Lie
% in the border-zones of the Vigner anaZysis (which reduces energy-levels), this
% gives better results.
Cniveau
= [37, 184, 184, 184]*1e6;
% a scaZar defining the sampletzme of SIRE-T5
Ts
= 1/8000;
% the globat gain f scalar^ for the adaptive bandwidth update mechnism, as
% implemented in the function "BanduidthUpdate"
Gu
= 5e-9;
% generate the vector containing the setpoint r:
% from 0 to 0.1 [mJ with 0.5 im/s], an acceleration of 0.5 h/sA2] and a jerk of
% 1000 im/s "31
% the setpoint in increments (vector)
r = setp~3c(0.1,0.5,5,1000,Ts,Ts,8.315)/ 3.125e-10;
% the setpoint starts at sample 6 (like the SIRE-T51
r = Czeros(5,l); r(1:3450)1;
t = (l:length(r))'*Ts;
% the time-vector t
% define a small window that wiZl be used to suppress non-zero values at the
2 beginning of the feedforward signal. These arise due to non-causal filtering and
give problems when implementing on the machine.
ICWin
= [(O. 5+0.5*sin( (-2:2) '/2*pi/2) )I ;
% define a window that will be used to force the feedforward signal to zero after
% the setpoint has been completed. Plote that this is not necessary for
% implementations, since this is already done in the software of SIRE-T5
ECWin
= cos ( (0:500) ' *pi/500)/2+0.5;

%

% initialize the vector that will contain the feedforward signal to zero for all
% time-instants, such that the first simulation is done without feedforward
= zeros (size(t)) ;
uf
%: initialize the vector that will contain the Local quadratic error as defined in
% equation (6.3)
sq
= C1;
2 initialize the vector that will contain the bandwidth update (frequencies
% normalized to the Nyquist Frequency) as will be calculated from (6.4)
DeltaBW
= [I;
% initialize the output vector that will contain the rms-values of the error for
% each iteration
Es
= C1;
% Load the learning filter (L, phd) and a plant model (P) and a FB-control ler (C)
% the learning filter in "tf" system format, created by ZPETC. "phd" is the number
% of samples non-causal time-shift as output by this algorithm
load( 'LFilterl, 'L', 'phd')
% a high-order model of the SIRE-T5 Y-direction in "ss" system description
load( JModel-Pyy-pos50', >P3)
% the feedback controller as used on SIRE-T5 in "ss" system description
load( JControlZer', ICY)
% Specify the start and end sample indices for the 4 signal pieces to be used in
% the Piecewise Fiigner analysis
704;
% indices for the first piece
TFRPieces = [1
% the second piece
144 1504;
% the third piece
944 2304;
1744 length(r)] ; % the 4th pzece
2 define an znitial bandwidth and suitable upper and lower bounds
% initialize the vector containing the bandwidth profile to 40 Hz. The values are
% stored as frequencies normalized to the Nyquist frequency
= 40 *Ts*2*ones (size(t)) ;
Bandwidth
% define a minimum bandwidth of 40 Hz (again, normalized to the Nyquist frequency)
BWLowBound
= 40 *Ts*2;
% define a mazimum bandwidth of 600 Hz (agazn, normalized to the Byquist frequency)
BWHighBound
= 650*Ts*2;
% Generate the tables containing the filter windows. These tables will be later
% used by the time-varying fittering function "FilteyTIrN. The tables have a
% structured format (see Filter-TV), and contain for each integer bandwidth from 1
% up -to BMBoundH5gh mz] the corresponding time domain window.
% see functiola listing below for a description
FWTable-IFFT = GenFiltWinTable-IFFT(650, Ts);
% see function Listing below for a description
FWTable-Gauss = GenFiltWinTable-Gauss(50, Ts);
...................................................................................
% The iteration loop
%

...................................................................................
%
for iteration=O:lO;
% Perform a simulatzon of the system with the learned feedforward
2 simulink simulation, applies the feedforward signal "uf" and returns the error
% :re 11
sim( 'ffsimuZatie') ;
erms = sqrt (mean(e.-2)) ; % RIG'-value of the error
= CES erms] ;
% append the MS-value to the list
Es
% Perform the adaptive ILC algorithm.. .

ul = lsim(L, [e; ones(phd,l)*e(end)l>;
% apply the learning filter
% apply the non-causa2 time-shift of flphdlf
sump les
ul = ul(phd+l :end) ;
% apply the time-window "ICCdin" to suppress non-zero initial values in "u1"
ul(l:length(ICWin)) = ICWin.*ul(l:length(ICWin));
uh = uf + u l ;
% update of the learned feedforward
% Steps 1&2: perform time-frequency analysis and apply Cniveau
this is done only for the first iteration
%
if iteration == 0
% calcuZate the time-vector containing the high-frequency enveZope Fmax. The
% vector contains frequeacies normalized to the Nyquist frequency
% see function listing below
Fmax = CalcFmax-FromTFR(uh, TFRPieces, Cniveau);
% zero vatues in Fmaz mzght give bad results elsewhere in the azgorithm,
X therefore, apply a minimum value of 0.1 fHz]
Fmax = max (Fmax, 0.1 *Ts*2) ;
% smoothen the profile by a (stationary) Gaussian tow-pass filter operation
%with 40 [Hz] bandwidth. It is important that the first values in the
%frequency envelope are not reduced due to border-effects of the low-pass
% filter operation. By setting the "ForceQneWparameter to "1", this effect
% is reduced.
Fmax = Filter-TV(40, Fmax, FWTable-Gauss, I);
% see function listing below
end
use the adaptive update Law from equation (6.4) to adapt the
% Step 3:
% bandwidth profile.
% the bandwidth update-vector "DeltaBCdr'zs calculated for this iteratiooz, and
% also the local quadratic error evaluation function "Sq" from equation ( 6 . 3 )
% see function listing below
[DeltaBW, Sq] = Bandwidthupdate (DeltaBW, Sq, e, Fmax, Gu) ;
% update the bandwzdth profile:
Bandwidth = Bandwidth + DeltaBW;
% apply the lower bandwidth bound:
Bandwidth = max (BWLowBound, BandWidth) ;

%Step 4: apply a smoothing operation to the bandwidthprofile. Atthough the
% frequency enveLope flFmasfl
zs already smooth, the vector "Sq" - which is used
% in the update law - is not, such that llBand!iidthll
is also not smooth yet
% the smoothing operation applies a Gaussian low-pass filter wzth 17 [Hz]
%, bandwidth to the inverted bandwidth profile and then inverts the result again.
% This gives better results than without the inversion steps.
% see function listing below
SmoothBW = 1 ./ Filter-TV(17, I./ Bandwidth, FWTable-Gauss, 1);
% apply the upper bandwidth bound:
SmoothBW = min(BWHighBound, SmoothBW);

%
%
%
%

calcuZate the new feedforward by applying the time-varying robustness filter
with bandwidth profile "SmoothBIJ" to "uh". The function "Filter-TV" wants a
vector specifying the bandwidth profile in Hz, luhich requires a conversion.
see function listing below
uf = Filter-TV(SmoothBW/Ts/2, uh, FWTable-IFFT, 0);
% suppress nos-zero initial and end-values in the feedfort~iardsignal "uf" by
X app lying the time-domain windows "IChrinIt and ffECldin'f
uf(l:length(ICWin)) = ICWin.*uf(l:length(ICWin));
uf(end-length(ECWin)+l:end) = uf(end-length(ECWin)+l:end).*ECWin;
end
% --- End of the main iteration loop ---

......................................................................................
%
% Generate a tabie containing the time-domain windows of the compromise filter
......................................................................................
%
function Table = GenFiltWinTable-IFFT(BWBoundHigh, Ts)
% description:
% this function calculates the time-domain windows for the time-varying filter
% for a number of bandwidth values. This is done by inverse Fourier transforming
% the magnitude response of a 4th order Butterworth filter. In order to be able to
% vary the bandwidth significantly, the acquired impulse response function is
% cZipped
% approximately at the 3rd zero-crossing.
% in:
% BhTBoundHigh = the maximum frequency in [Hz] to calculate a window for
% TS
= the sample tzme
% out:
% Table
= the structured table with filter windows, to be used for Filter-TY
......................................................................................
%
% define a bandwidth vector fs in Hz for which to catculate the windows:
fs = 1:BWBoundHigh;
% initialize the window table (matrix) to zeros
Table.Wins = zeros (1000*2-1, BWBoundHigh) ;
% initialize the vector with window lengths
Table.Lens = zeros (1, BWBoundHigh) ;
for f = fs
% calculate the window size for the current bandwidth value "f". This window size
% corresponds to half the width of the non-causal window.
wlen = min(1000, odd(round(3/2/Ts./f))-1);
% calculate the frequency vector for which to evaluate the magnitude function of
% the Butterworth filter. This frequency vector is orthogonal, such that N evenly
% spaced instants in time domain are mapped onto N evenly spaced frequencies in
% frequency domain. See the function "FourierFreqsl'below for more information on
% the parameter >discrete7
hz = FourierFreqs(wlen*2-1, Ts, 'discreteJ);
% evaluate the Butterworth magnitude response function for the calculated frequency
% vector
Fq = sqrt(i./(l + (hz/f).-8));
1calc.rtlate the time-domain fiLter window by inverse Fourier transform. See matlab
% heZp on "fftshift" for more information on this function
irQ = fftshift(real(ifft(Fq))) ;
% insert the window into the table. Bandwidth freqyency "f" in column number "ftr:
Table.Wins (1:wlen*2-1,f) = irQ ( :) ;
the window Length is defined as the length in samples of the non-causal window
% for tzme-indices >= 0. The total length of the window can thus be found as "wlen*
% 2-1 'I
Table.Lens (f) = wlen;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Generate a table containing the time-domain Gaussian filter windows
......................................................................................
%
function Table = GenFiltWinTable-Gauss(BWBoundHigh, Ts)
descrzption:

this function calculates the time-domain windows for a Gaussian filter
%
% for a number of bandwidth values. This is done by first transforming the bandwidth
% values to o, which is used to evaluate the Gaussian distribution
% in:
% BMBoundHigh = the maximum frequency in [Hz] to calculate a window for
% TS
= the sample time
% out:
% Table
= the stmctured table with filter windows, to be used for Filter-TV

......................................................................................
%
% define a bandwidth vector "$sf' in [Hz] for which to calculate the Gaussian filter
% windows
fs = 1:BWBoundHigh;
% initialize the window table (matrix) to zeros
Table.Wins = zeros (1000*2-1, BWBoundHigh) ;
% initzalize the vector with wzndow lengths
Table.Lens = zeros (1, BWBoundHigh) ;
% constant to be used for bandwidth->sigma conversion
a = sqrt (log(2)) /pi;
t = (1: (2*1000 - I))';
% initialize a i'time"-vector (co Lutnn)
% calculate a window for every bandwidth frequency in the vector fs
for f = fs
% convert the current bandwidth value (normalized to the Nyquist frequency) to a
% sigma value by means of equation (3.20)
sigma = a / (f*Ts*2) ;
% evaluate the gaussian distributzon function:
gamma = exp(- (t-1000) .^2/(2*sigmaA2)) / (sigma*sqrt(2*pi) ) ;
% insert the window into the table. Bandwidth freqyency "f" in column number "f":
Table .Wins( : , f) = gamma;
Table.Lens(f) = 1000; % all windows are calculated with the same size
end

......................................................................................
%

Apply a 920%-stationary f i ltering operation

%

......................................................................................
function y = Filter-TV(BW, u, FiltTable, Forceone)
% description:
% this fesaction applies a different fitter window for each time-instant in a signal,
%
thus implementing a non-stationary filtering operation
% ira:
- bandwidth profite (indices to the window tabte "FiltTabteif)
% BW
the time-signal to filter
% u
% FittTable = a structured tabte, containing the filter windows
the structure is as follows:
%
.Lens = vector with one-sided lengths of the (non-causal) windows
%
.Wins = matrix containing the windows as colmns
%
% Forcehe = if "1", forces the sum over the appZied filter window to one
in some cases, this is used in smoothing the bandwidth profile, where
%
this improves (increases) the va2ues at the beginning of the profile
%
% out:
- the filtered output signal
% y

......................................................................................
% if the length of Bly'is one, expand it to a whole vector:
if length(BW)==l; BW=BW * ones (size(u) ) ; end
BW
= round(BW) ;
% make sure the bandwidths are integer values
L
= length(u) ;
% the length of the input vector u

Y

=

zeros (size(u) ) ;

% initiaZize the output vector

% run along the "time-axis"
for i=l:L
% first build the filter window to be used at this time-instant "it'
% it is assumed that the window zn the table are shorter than "ur'
sl = FiltTable .Lens (BW (i)) ;
% get the (half) window size from the table
il = min(s1, i) ;
% the size at the left (causal part)
ir = rnin(s1, L-i+l) ;
% the size at the right (non-causal part)
sw = FiltTable.Wins(s1-il+l:sl+ir-1, BW(i)); % get the fi2ter window
% if requested, force the area under the window to one:
if ForceOne; sw = sw / sum(sw);
end
% then apply the window and insert the result into the output vector
y (i) = sw' * u(i-il+l: i+ir-1) ;
end

......................................................................................
% Apply a staionary fi2ter by apptying a non-causa2 window
......................................................................................

%

function y = Filter-NonCausalRect(u, WinLen)
% description:
% Apply a non-causaZ rectanguzar window filter to an input signal. This function is
% only used in the evaluation of equation (6.3)
% in:
% 26
= input vector to be filtered
% WinLen = the length (one-sided) of the rectangular window to use (scalar)
= filtered output vector
.............................................................................
% use the non-stationary filter function for this task:
% a bandwidth of 1 will lead to the use of the first column in the table, which is a a
% vector of ones wzth length 2WinLen-1
Table.Wins = ones(WinLen*2-1, I);% create the rectangular window
Table .Kens = WinLen;
% define the window length as given
y = Filter-TV(1, u, Table, 1);
% see function description above

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculate a frequency vector wzth evenly spaces frequencies
%
......................................................................................
%
function fs = FourierFreqs(N, Ts, fraction)
% descrzption:
2 CaZcuZate a frequency vector with evenly spaced frequencies corresponding to a
% given number of evenly spaced time domain points
2 in:
% N = vector length (scalar)
% Ts = sample time
% fraction = specification of frequency range:
%
'jutl 1
returns the full frequency vector (default)
%
'nyquistl returns only the frequencies below the nyquist frequency
'discrete1 returns a vector containing ascending frequencies up to the Nyquist
frequency, followed by descending frequencies to O+
%
% out:
% fs = frequency vector in [HZ]

x

...........................................

%
% caZcuZate the vector uith orthogonal frequencies:
fs = (0:N-l)'/Ts/N;

if isequal(fraction, 'nyquist')
% if requested, return only frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency:
fs = fs(l:ceil(N/2));
elseif isequal(fraction, *discrete1)
% if requested, return frequencies up to the nyquist and back again
fs = [fs(l:ceil(N/2)); flipud(fs(2:ceil((N+0.5)/2)))1;
end

......................................................................................
% Perform time-frequency analysis and apply Cniveau to find the contour Fmaz
......................................................................................

%

function Fmax = CalcFmax-FromTFR(s , TFRPieces , Cniveau)
X description:
% Apply a piecewise Vigner analysis to a given time signal and find the highest
% enclosing frequency envelope (Fmax)
% in:
% s
= full time domain signaZ to analize
% TFRPieces = specification-matrix of the separate pieces of this signal to analyze
%
pieeelstart PiecelEnd; Piece2Start Fiece2End; Piece3... etc.]
% Cniveau
= energy levels (per piece) to discriminate between deterministic and
non-deterministic components. Since the length of the pieces varies,
%
resolution and energy levels in the Idigner distribution also vary.
%
Better results are obtained by using different values for each piece
%
% out:
% Fmax
= the highest frequency contour

.......................................................................................
%Apply a low-pass filter with 1000 Hz bandwidth before time-frequency analysis in
2 order to reduce cross-terms. Above this frequency, no relevant energy is assumed to
% be present
[Qldn, Qlddl = butter (4, 1000/4000) ;
s = f iltf ilt(Qldn,Qldd, s) ;
% some initializations:
Fmax = [I ;
pe=O ;
% run an analysis loop for every piece:
for i=l:size(TFRPieces,l)
% take a piece from the signai:
ss = s (TFRPieces (i ,1) :TFRPieces (i ,2)) ;
% detrend the piece, in some cases, this gives better results:
ss = detrend(ss);
% calculate the actual Migner distributzon using the toolbox by Fiandrin. This
%: returas a square matrix with an equal number of frequency points as time-domain
% points
TFGrid
= tfrwv (ss) ;
% the number of samples up to the .?Iyqzlistfreqency. In the output wigner
% distribution, corresponding frequency vaZues run up to the Nyquist frequency.
NNyquist = length(ss);
% N B is only usefuZ for the Lower half frequency poznts due to aliasing, so strzp
2 the upper half:
TFGrid
= TFGrid(1: ceil(NNyquist/2), :) ;

Figure 9.1: Left: Cut soincthing off the left, Right,: Crit something off the right side

% c a t c u l a t e i n d e x t o c u t o v e r l a p o f f t h e l e f t o f TFGrid ( n o t f o r t h e f i r s t p i e c e ) ,
% see figure J.l ( l e f t )
if i>l; li = ceil((TFRPieces(i-1, 2)-TFRPieces(i, 1)+1)/2) + 1;
else
li = 1;
end
% c a l c u L a t e i n d e x t o c u t over2ap o f f t h e r i g h t s i d e of TFGrid ( n o t f o r Last p i e c e ) ,
% see figure J. 1 ( r i g h t )
if i<length(TFRPieces) ; ri = size(TFGrid,2) - floor ( (TFRPieces(i, 2) - ~ ~ ~ ~ i e c e s ( i .
+I, 1)+1) /2) ;
else
ri = size(TFGrid, 2) ;
end
% perform t h e a c t u a l c u t :
TFGrid = TFGrid(:,li:ri);

.

% f i n d t h e h i g h f r e q u e n c y c o n t o u r cFmax f o r t h i s p i e c e
% and n o r m a l i z e t o one a t t h e N y q u i s t f r e q u e n c y
cFmax = CalcFmax(TFGrid, Cniveau(i)) / NNyquist;
X append "cFmaxW o f t h i s p i e c e t o t h e f u l l o u t p u t '%5naxf1
Fmax = [Fmax; cFmax1;
end
i f t o o s h o r t , dup L i c a t e t h e l a s t vaLue t o make ''Fmax" a s long a s " s " :
Fmax = [Fmax; ones (length(s) -length(Fmax), 1) * ~max(end)l;

......................................................................................
%
% Find t h e f r e q u e n c y e n v e l o p e Fmax i n t h e TFR-matrix b y a p p l y i n g Cniveau
......................................................................................
function Fmax = CalcFmax(TFGrid, Cniveau);
% description:
% I n t h i s f u n c t i o n t h e f r e q u e n c y e n v e l o p e Fmax i s s o u g h t , t h a t e n c l o s e s t h e
d e t e r m i n i s t i c f r e q u e n c y c o n t e n t i n t h e TFR-matrix, by app Lying Cniveau
% in:
2 TFGrid = t h e m a t r i x c o n t a i n i n g t h e t i m e - f r e q u e n c y r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
X Cniveau = t h e d i s c r i m i n a t i s z g energy l e v e l
% out:
% Fmax
= t h e f r e q u e n c y p r o f z l e i n i n d i c e s t o TFGrid
......................................................................................
%
% find, i n [ y , x ] a l L c o o r d i n a t e s o f p o i n t s i n TFGrid w i t h v a l u e s g r e a t e r t h a n C n i v e a u
[y ,x] = find (TFGrid > Cniveau) ;
% uZ 11 and "y" a r e coZumn v e c t o r s o f equai s i z e , s u c h t h a t a c o o r d i n a t e i s g i v e n by
X ( x ( i ) , y ( i ) ) f o r i=l: l e n g t h ( % )
I
~
z~ s Us o r t e d a s c e n d i n g l y , and "y" i s s o r t e d a s c e n d i n g l y p e r x - c o o r d i n a t e i n "x"
% i n i t i a l i z e t h e o u t p u t v e c t o r t o z e r o s , w i t h a l e n g t h equal t o t h e l e n g t h ( i n t i m e )
% of t h e TFR p i e c e
Fmax = zeros (size(TFGrid, 2) , 1) ;
% z n i t i a t i z e t h e running v a r i a b l e t o i n d e x a
ix = 1;

for t = l:size(TFGrid, 2)
% run along the "time axis"
,%'find the index t in the ascending vector x
while (ix<=length(x)) & (x(ix) <= t) ; ix = ix + 1;
end

% if the index t was present, return the Last corresponding y, which represenst the
% highest frequency
if (ix>l) & (x(ix-1) == t) ;
end

Fmax(t) = y(ix-1);

end

......................................................................................
% Update the bandwidth profile using the adaptive mechanism
%
......................................................................................
function CnewDelta, newSq] = BandwidthUpdate(oldDelta, oldSq, e, Fmax, Gu)
% descriptioa:
% This function evaluates equation $\~e~~erb{~){C\ref{eq- update)))
% in:
% olrdl7elta
= the bandwidth update of the previous iteration
% oldSq
= the quadratic evaluation function of the previous iteration
%
e
= the error obtained in the current iteration
% Fmax
= the highest frequency envelope
% Gu
= a global gain
% out:
% newDelta
= the output bandwidth update vector (calcu2ate by equation (6.4))
% newSq
= the quadratic evaluation function (calcutate by equation (6.3))
......................................................................................
%
% use the non-causal window filtering function to apply a rectangular window function
% with a one-sided width of 72
newSq = Filter-NonCausalRect(e. -2, 72) ; % see equation (6.3)
if isempty (oldSq)
% for the first iteration, no previous error is available for the adaptive
% mechanism, so initialize the Delta bandwidth to ones
newDelta = ones(size(e)) / 4000;
else
% the difference to the evaluation functzon of the previous iteration oZdSq is to
% be used as a gain zn the update law (calculate by equation (6.2))
DeltaN = newSq - oldSq;
% shift the data enough samples such that the bandwidth effects are compensated at
% the right instant, and not when it is already too late
DeltaN = [DeltaN (126 :end) ; DeltaN(end) * ones (125, 111 ;
% the sign of the bandwidth update of the previous iteration is also a gain in this
% update Law: (calculate by eqrssation (6.5))
G1 = - sign(oldDe1ta);
% the bandwidth update law from equation (6.4)
newDelta = Fmax .* DeltaN .* G1 * Gu;
end
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Introduction

Iterative Learning Control (ILC) is a technique
for improving the performance of systems or
processes that operate repetitively over a fixed
time interval [I]. ILC might be seen as a technique to generate a feed-forward signal effective
for providing good tracking control. Experience
with ILC algorithms applied t o a motion system
[6] has shown that ILC has liability to deal with:

Limited performance in the face
of position dependent dynamics.
Understanding and controlling positiondependent dynamics (seen as a non-linear
system) while motion tracking on different
positions is a problem.
ILC does not account for setpoint
trajectory changes. The (learned) feedforward signal depends on the reference signal and therefore, for different motion profiles we have to issue each time a new feedforward or in other words, to learn each
time the reference signal iteratively. Despite a very good tracking error performance, the implementation of a suitable
feed-forward signal which corresponds to a
certain setpoint profile costs time. Studies conducted towards robustness of the
(learned) feed-forward signal against setpoints changes are known [7] but they did
not lead to a satisfactory solution yet.
Noise amplification can be a problem. Applying ILC, the periodic errors are

learned while the stochastic effects (noise)
are amplified.
This paper investigates standard ILC [6] using
time-frequency analysis of the learned errors in
order to achieve the target t o improve the above
listed shortcomings while maintaining a very
good tracking performance:
e

Position dependent dynamics. The
idea is to use time-frequency analysis in order to analyze the position dependent dynamics.
Dependency of the feed-forward signal on the setpoint profile. The timefrequency analysis we propose leads to design one (learned) feed-forward signal suitable for different setpoints.
Stochastic effects. For time-frequency
analysis we use quadratic time-frequency
representations (Cohen7sclass, particularly
the Wigner distribution). The stochastic
definition of the Wigner distribution allows
us to identify the stochastic effects presented in the servo errors and t o consider
these effects in the control strategy.

The application we consider is a wafer scanner motion system. Wafer scanners are optomechanical machines for producing Integrated
Circuits (ICs) on a silicon wafer using a photolithographic process. One of the main components of a wafer scanner is the six degrees
of freedom (DOF's) wafer stage [9], see Figure
1. This is an electromechanical servo system
that positions the wafer (200-300 mm diameter)

with respect to the imaging optics. The wafer
stage largely determines the throughput (80-100
wafers/h, 80-200 ICs/wafer) and the accuracy
of the products is subject t o severe performance
requirements. Normal scan speeds and accelerations are 0.5 m/s and 10 m/s2, respectively. The
positioning accuracy is in terms of nanometers
and microradians. Such high accuracy is needed
regarding the fine patterns to be produced (typical dimension: 180-250 nm). Moreover, various
layers (typically: 20) of different patterns have
to be aligned very accurately with respect to
each other.

2

Design of the standard
ILC

ILC is based on the principle of using the tracking error of a system in order t o obtain an
ideal input to reduce the tracking error of the
system([6], [I]). Figure 2 shows the "standard"
ILC loop. We restrict the study t o the case
where the plant is a causal, LTI dynamical system G. C is a feedback controller which insures
the stability of the closed loop system.
We suppose that the desired response r is defined on the interval (to,t f ) , where tf 5 co and
the initial conditions are the same at the beginning of each trial.

% FY,TY
Figure 1: Schematic view of a wafer stage.
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To achieve the demanding specifications, a
sound mechatronic design is very important.
The design of mechanics, electronics, software,
and control must go hand-in-hand. The performance may be limited by sensor noise, actuaFigure 2: Closed-loop LC configuration
tor dynamics and constraints, sample rate limitations, control structure restrictions, or hard
nonlinearities like Coulomb friction and backlash. Nowadays, wafer stages move almost fric- The goal of ILC design is to produce the signal
u* (the feed-forward signal) such that r = Gu*.
tionless due t o air bearings.
We seek a sequence of inputs uk with the propThe goal of the research presented in this paper erty that limk,,
uk = u*, where the index k is
is to integrate ILC with time-frequency analysis. the iteration trial. A prototype update law that
Such an integration is a first step in the design of implements ILC by updating the past iteration
a time-frequency adaptive filter for the standard input uk on the basis of the past error is [6]
learned feed-forward signal.
U ~ +=
I Q ( I - LPs)uk LSr.
(1)
This paper addresses time-frequency analysis of
The learning filter L has to approximate the inthe standard ILC [6]. We demonstrate the utilverse of the modeled process sensitivity function
ity of this method for analyzing and solving the
P,(s) (P, = &)
[6]. For a proper minimum
shortcomings listed in this introduction. We exphase modeled process sensitivity function, one
amine the suitability of an adaptive filtering decan compute and implement its inverse without
sign for the learned feed-forward when applied
any problems. For non-minimum phase plants,
to the wafer stage setup.
a stable approximation of the real inverse is
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 used. The robustness filter Q is a low-pass filter
briefly describes the standard ILC. Section 3 dis- which has no effect in the frequency band where
cusses the time-frequency analysis of the consid- the inverse of the process sensitivity function apered system with ILC. Section 4 concludes the proximates the real inverse well enough and has
most important issues.
small values for the rest of the frequencies.

+

3

Time-frequency analysis

Time-frequency analysis is a modern branch of
harmonic analysis. On the applications side,
time frequency analysis deals with problems in
signal analysis, communication theory, and image processing. We may discuss several ideas for
joint time-frequency representation. Firstly we
may look a t a linear and continuous representation, the short-time Fourier transform. The
short-time Fourier transform provides some information on both time locality and frequency
spectra, but the precision of the information is
limited and it is determined by the size of the
window [3]. We use quadratic time-frequency
representation (Wigner distribution) in order to
measure how much of the signal energy during
the time period [t,t st] is concentrated in the
frequency band [w,w bw]. Beside this "energetic" interpretation of the Wigner distribution
as a joint time frequency energy distribution,
there is a "correlative" interpretation as a joint
time frequency correlation function [3]. The
complete formal analogy of the deterministic
and stochastic interpretation is obvious. Looking broader than the context of electromechanical positioning devices (a.0. the short stroke of
the wafer stages), in Newtonian physics a joint
probability density mates perfect sense [3].

+
+

We restrict here the time-frequency analysis applied to learned feed-forward design techniques.
This analysis is a first step in investigating
whether a time-frequency adaptive filtering of
the learned feed-forward signal may contribute
to the improvements of the ILC shortcomings
listed in the Introduction. In order to design a
time-frequency adaptive filter for a learned feedforward signal, the following steps will be followed:
We implement an acceleration feed-forward
(standard feed-forward) with the available
software which allows implementation of
any feed-forward signal (software routine
available).
o Using time-frequency analysis (Wigner distribution of the servo error signals), one
identifies the high and low frequency components of the error signals as well as their
energy levels so that one could determine
if there is deterministic (low or high frequency) system dynamics at a particular
time instant (for a given setpoint, time is

equivalent to position) or just measurement
noise.
Write an algorithm which designs the cutoff frequency of a time-frequency adaptive
filter (a low-pass filter whose cut-off frequency varies according to the current frequency content present in the system signals). The filter effectively changes its
bandwidth (cutoff frequency) as a function of time and the high frequency dynamics will enter into the learning feedforward controlled process at the appropriate time instants. Also, the bandwidth of
the filter is reduced when the system dynamics do not exhibit high frequency components and therefore, it avoids noise amplification when apply learning feed-forward
control. Therefore, the adaptation of the
filter bandwidth will adjust the bandwidth
frequency as a function of time (for a given
setpoint, time is equivalent t o position) t o
maximize the tracking performance while
still maintaining a good noise performance.
The adaptive mechanism itself is designed
t o take into account the nonlinear dynamics
(position dependent dynamics) beyond the
controller bandwidth. The algorithm and
its implementation on the short stroke of a
wafer stage will be shown in a future paper.
Before presenting the time-frequency analysis of
the learned errors when applying standard ILC,
we introduce the concept of Wigner distribution
[3].The Wigner distribution of a signal s at time
t and frequency w is defined as follows:

where s* is the conjugate of the signal s (identical t o s for real signals). We have pointed out
that the Wigner distribution has a better resolution than the short-time Fourier transform. On
the other hand, because of its quadratic nonlinear form, the Wigner distribution puts nonzero values at time-instants when the actual signal is zero. Also, the noise around one time
instant could be spread all over the time frequency plane. The appearance of non-zero or
noise terms at times or frequencies where they
do not exist is called interference or cross terms.
In the case of servo errors (when applying acceleration feed-forward or ILC), this problem is
solved by dividing the compact time-interval of
the signals to be analyzed in four pieces such

that almost no cross terms will appear. The in the setpoint, see Figure 3) and higher freway we choose the four time-intervals depends quency dynamics overall in time (Figure 5).
on the scanning setpoint profile as shown in Figure 3:
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Figure 3: The time-interval in divided in four pieces
such that the cross terms are eliminated.

Figure 5: Wigner distribution of the servo error
when acceleration feed-forward control is applied.
Error analysis of the divergent ILC (high cut-off
frequency of the Q-filter, namely at 1000 [Hz],
see [6]) reveals that learning ILC does not converge everywhere (Figure 6).
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Figure 4: Wigner distribution of the standstill Figure 6: Servo errors in the y direction cut-off
servo error.

As reference point for the time-frequency analysis of the (learned) servo errors, in order t o identify stochastic and deterministic effects in the
analyzed signals, we consider the Wigner distribution of the standstill error (Figure 4). In
this case, the Wigner distribution describes the
time-frequency behaviour of the standstill error:
it measures how much of the signal energy at a
certain time [s] is concentrated a t a certain frequency [Hz] or, in other words, the frequency
content is plotted as a function of time. The
Wigner distribution of the servo errors (when
acceleration feed-forward is applied) shows highenergy low-frequency dynamics (due t o changes

frequency of the Q-filter=1000 [Hz]

The time-frequency analysis shows that the 840
[Hz] frequency destabilizes the system at the beginning of the time interval which corresponds
t o position (x, y) = (0, -25) (Figure 7). As
announced, the position-dependent dynamics
while motion tracking on different positions is
a problem.
In the case of convergent ILC (the cut-off frequency of the Q-filter reduced t o 750 [Hz], see
[6]) a very good performance is achieved (Figure
8).

250 [Hz]) presented in the servo errors are not
amplified when applying ILC. The performance
of the ILC from deterministic/stochastic point
of view is very good: the Wigner distributions
of the learned errors (Figure 9) are comparable
with the Wigner distribution of the standstill
error (Figure 4).

4

Figure 7: Servo errors in the y direction. Divergent
standard ILC. Cutoff frequency of the Q-filter=lOOO
[Hz].

Conclusions
Quadratic time-frequency representations
(in this paper Wigner distribution) are
powerful tools t o understand and control
position-dependent dynamics while motion
tracking on different positions on wafer
st age.
The stochastic definition of the Wigner distribution allows us t o identify the stochastic
effects presented in the servo errors and t o
consider them in the control strategy.
The fixed Q-filter in the ILC design might
be replaced by a time-frequency adaptive
filter, i.e. a low-pass filter whose cut-off
frequency varies according t o the current
frequency content or noise present in the
system signals at a certain moment.

Figure 8: Servo errors in the y direction cut-off
frequency of the Q-filter=750 [Hz]
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ABSTRACT

Iterative Learning Control for variable
setpoints, applied to a motion system

Iterative Learning Control (ILC) is a known
technique for improving the performance of systems or processes that operate repetitively over
a fixed time interval. ILC generates a feedforward signal effective for providing good tracking control. However, there still exist a number of problems which hinder extensions of ILC
schemes. The major obstacle is perhaps the requirement that the trajectory (or repetitive disturbance) must be strictly repeatable over operations. ILC has also liability t o deal with
stochastic effects.
This paper presents the design and the implementation of a time-frequency adaptive I L C
that is applicable for motion systems which execute the same kind of repetitive tasks. For the
motion system, we show that the adaptive algorithm we propose leads t o design one (learned)
feed-forward signal suitable for different setpoints. We demonstrate that, when implement
time-frequency adaptive ILC, very good time
performance (tracking errors) is obtained. The
proposed algorithm converges faster than standard ILC. With time-frequency adaptive ILC
noise amplification is reduced.
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Introduction

Iterative Learning Control (ILC) is a effective
technique for improving the transient response
and tracking performance of processes or systems that execute the same trajectory, motion
or operation over and over. The ILC method
&er comes some of the traditional difficulties
associated with the design of feedback control
systems [4]. However, there still exist a number of problems which hinder extensions of ILC
schemes. The major obstacle is perhaps the requirement that the trajectory (or repetitive disturbance) must be strictly repeatable over operations. If any change occurs due to the variations of control objectives or task specifications
the control system has to start the learning process from the very beginning and the previously
learned control input profiles can no longer be
used, in order to have negligible control errors
again.
Generally speaking, there are two kinds of nonrepeatable problems encountered in learning
control [I]: non-repeatability of a task or disturbance and non-repeatability of a process. In
this paper we will focus on non-repeatability of
a task, in particular for (scanning) motion systems where the point-to-point motion contains
a constant velocity phase with variable length.
Hence, the acceleration and deceleration part
of trajectory are fixed and only the scan length
(where accurate positioning and settling are
specified) varies. Different trajectories, (see Fig.
I), require the learning process to be performed
again. Redesigning the learned feed-forward
signal and iterating to converge takes time.

Figure 1: Different scanning profiles.
Therefore, the throughput of such a motion system is obstructed. Finding a technique that
leads to a scan length independent learning feedforward is attractive, since this requires to learn
only once for a variety of scans with different
lengths.
This paper presents a time-frequency adaptive ILC that is applicable for motion systems
which execute the same kind of repetitive tasks.
The control scheme is the same as for standard ILC [5], the only difference being that the
fixed robustness filter Q(jw), w E R becomes
Qk(jw,cak(f)), where k E N gives the trial
index, the parameter a k can vary throughout
the length of each trial k as function of time f,
tE
TI, where
is the starting
time of the trial k and T is the trajectory length.
We remark that throughout this paper the time
t is given (time instants where measurements
are performed). t might be seen as a time inTI or as
stant within the interval [to(k),
a time vector including all given time instants
within the same interval. Depending on choice,
the equations which contain the parameter t will
be scalar respectively vectorial.
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We suppose that the desired response r is defined on the interval (to,to T), where T < co
and the initial conditions are the same at the
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beginning of each trial.
The goal of ILC design is to produce the signal
u* (the feed-forward signal) such that r = Gu*.
We seek a sequence of inputs uk with the property that limk,,
uk = u*, where the index k is
the iteration trial. A prototype update law that
implements ILC by updating the past iteration
input uk on the basis of the past error is [5]
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Figure 2: Closed-loop LC configuration.

uk+1 = &(uk + wk),

(1)

where

wk = Lek.
(2)
The Q-filter changes not only within one trial
The
learning
has
to
the
inas a function of time, but also over trials. The
and
the
convergence
criterion
verse
of
the
modeled
process
sensitivity
function
learning filter
G
remain the same as in the case of standard ILC e(s) (fi = iTZ) L5]. For a proper minimum
phase modeled process sensitivity function, one
151.
can compute and implement its inverse without
This Paper focuses On the design and
any problems. For non-minimum phase plants,
mentation of the time-frequency adaptive ILC. a stable approximation of the real inverse is
For the motion 'ystem, we show that the a d a ~ - used. When applying standard ILC, the robu
ti''
algorithm we ProPose leads '0 design one ness filter Q is a low-pass filter which is q u a
(learned) feed-forward signal suitable for differ- identity in the frequency band where the
ent setpoints (see Fig. '1- We demonstrate that, of the process sensitivity function approximates
using the time-frequenc~adaptive
very the real inverse well enough and has small values
good time performance (tracking errors) is ob- for the remaining frequencies.
tained. The proposed time-frequency adaptive
When
standard ILCto the
ILC converges faster than standard ILC. With Remark
motion
system
for
a
given
scanning trajectory
time-frequency adaptive ILC noise amplification
the
cut-off
frequency
has
to
be adapted such
is reduced.
that the learned servo error is convergent overThe paper is organized as
Section in- all along the scanning trajectory, i p , the fixed
traduces the Concept Of
ILC. Section cut-off frequency is reduced such that one acpresents the time-frequenc~
de- countsfor position dependent dynamics whithin
sign. Section 4 addresses the implementation the scanning trajectory. The Q-filter is also
of the
ILC On the motion 'ystem test used in order to increase the robustness of the
rig and presents the time domain performance. ILC against high-frequent noise amplification
Section 5 focuses on the design of the (learned) and plant/model mismatch.
feed-forward signal suitable for different scanlengths. The last section summarizes conclu- Next we introduce the time-freWenc~adaptive
Q-filter. With the same learning filter as for
sions and recommendations.
standard ILC, we replace the fixed Q-filter with
a time-varying Q-filter Qk (s, 6CI, (i)) , namely a
2 Adaptive ILC
zero-phase Butterworth filter of a generic order
ILC is based on the principle of using the track- n and cut-off frequency a k (i), whose magnitude
ing error of a system in order to obtain an ideal is given by the following formula
input to reduce the tracking error of the system ([5], [I]). Fig. 2 shows the "standard" ILC
Qk(%f, gli(i)) =
loop. We restrict the study to the case where
the plant is a causal, LTI dynamical system G.
C is a feedback controller which insures the sta- where t E
TI,
is the initial
bility of the closed loop system.
time of the k-th cycle, T is the time required to
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perform the trajectory. The cut-off frequency
a k = ak(f) may vary throughout the length of
each trial. Therefore, at each time instant f , the
Q-filter might change its cut-off frequency. In
what follows, we denote by r ( t , ok(i)) the inverse Fourier transform of the Butterworth type
filter Qx(s, f , OX@)):
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Therefore, by (4), the ILC law (1)can be written
as
~ X + l ( f ) = r ( t6
, Ok(i)) * (uk(t) + ~ k ( t ) ) 7 ( 5 )
where * denotes the convolution operator of two
signals.
We shall apply the adaptation mechanism along
the whole trajectory length time-interval. First,
the design of the time-frequency Q-filter comprehends the use of the Wigner distribution. Using Wigner distribution we identify the high and
low frequency components of the control signals
(namely, the signals u~ wk) as well as their energy levels so that one could determine if there is
deterministic (low or high frequency) system dynamics a t a particular time instant (for a given
setpoint, time is equivalent to position) or just
measurement noise. The stochastic definition of
the Wigner distribution allows us t o identify the
stochastic effects presented in the control signals
(implicitely in the servo errors) and to consider
these effects in the control strategy.
The Q-filter bandwidth (cut-off frequency of the
Butterworth type filter OX)varies according to
the current frequency contents present in the
system signals. The filter effectively changes its
bandwidth (cutoff frequency) as a function of
time and the high frequency dynamics will enter
into the learning feed-forward controlled process
at the appropriate time instants. Also, the bandwidth of the filter is reduced when the system
dynamics do not exhibit high frequency components and therefore, it avoids noise amplification when apply learning feed-forward control.
Therefore, the adaptation algorithm will adjust
the bandwidth frequency as a function of time
to maximize the tracking performance while still
maintaining a good noise performance.

+
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The time-frequency adaptive Q-filter design

In this section we design a time-frequency adaptive Q-filter which is going to be implemented
in the closed-loop LC configuration (see Fig.2).
The following steps are followed:
Implement a feed-forward signal uk . We
denote the obtained servo error with e k .
The first feed-forward signal considered for
implementation is the acceleration feedforward signal UO. The corresponding obtained servo error is eo.
Using time-frequency analysis (Wigner distribution), one identifies the high and low
frequency components of the control signal
uk + w~ as well as their energy levels so
that one could determine if there is deterministic (low or high frequency) system dynamics at a particular time instant or just
measurement noise.
Write an algorithm which designs the cutoff frequency of a time-frequency adaptive
filter (a low-pass filter whose cut-off frequency varies according to the current frequency contents present in the system signals).
Next we describe the main steps of the adaptation algorithm for an arbitrary fixed iteration
trial k:
T h e b a n d w i d t h profile Fk(i). We are interested to find high-energy frequency components
of the control signal which is going to be Qfiltered, namely the signal uk wx defined in
(2). Using the Wigner distribution the energy
corresponding t o a certain time and frequency is
computed. We remember here that the Wigner
distribution of a signal w a t time 5 Is] and frequency fl [Hz] is defined as follows:

+

where w* is the conjugate of the signal w (identical to w for real signals).
Remark 2 Because of its quadratic non-linear
form, the Wigner distribution puts non-zero
values a t time-instants when the actual signal
is zero [6]. Also, the noise around one time
The use of the time-frequency adaptive filter Q instant could be spread all over the time
is, at this moment intuitively speaking, a solu- frequency plane. As in [S], we expect that for
tion to better optimize the trade-off motivated the system noise occurs with much lower energy
in Remark 1.

than determistic dynamics. The appearance of
non-zero or noise terms at times or frequencies
where they do not exist is called interference or
cross terms. In the case of servo errors (when
applying acceleration feed-forward or ILC),
this problem is solved by dividing the compact
time-interval of the signals to be analyzed in
four pieces such that almost no cross terms
will appear [6]. For the discussed system, we
consider the acceleration profile given in Fig.
1, with tl = 0.1 [s], t2 = 0.2 [s]. The Wigner
distribution of the control signal u0
wo is
depicted in the three-dimensional image shown
in Fig. 3.

+

Figure 4: Use contour of TF graph to identify different frequency components along time scale.
designed.
Compute the Q-filter bandwidth OQk(f).
Consider the windowed least mean square norm
of the tracking error a t trial k

where T, is the length of the moving window, ek(i) is the tracking error during the
k - th trial, at a certain time instant i E
TW/2,f+ TW/2], f E [ t ~ ( k ) 7 t ~ ( k )
Consider the difference between the least mean
square norms corresponding to the iterations k
and k-1.

+

Update the Q-filter bandwidth OQk(f) using itFigure 3: The 3-D Wigner distribution on the TF erative learning and the windowed error norm
change AS, (i) .
plane of typical control signal u k $. wk.
Time[$

We choose a plane of height c, parallel with
time-frequency (TF) plane (Fig. 3). This plane
should enclose the frequency components having enough energy to be picked up at this energy
level. We denote the crossing contour which results by intersecting the three-dimensional energy distribution plot with the c, height plane
by wk (f). The constant c, has to be chosen large
enough to identify no noise but small enough t o
consider all deterministic dynamics frequencies.
Also, the parameter c, is selected t o be large
enough to eliminate the possible remained cross
terms of the Wigner distribution. We remark
that the obtained contour wk(f) is not a function in mathematical sense, may have the form
depicted in Fig.4, left. We consider the highest
frequency-time profile (envelope), as shown in
Fig. 4, right, i.e.,

(z)

For the first trial we choose OQ, = 10 [Hz].
Compute the relationship between the filter bandwidth OQk(f) and 0, (5).
We consider the time vector f = (fz)z,m, N E
N corresponding t o the scanning interval. For
any time instant f%,i E 1,N we compute the
Q-filter bandwidth OQk( L ) [Hz]. We denote by
s, = j27rflQk(&).The parameter a k = ok(fz)is
found when solving the following equation

m,

For any time instant fi, i E
the relationship (11) between the computed Q-filter bandwidth OQk(&) and the parameter 0 k = a,(&)
is non linear. For computations, different linear
F k (f) = max(wk (f)), for Wk (f, w,) = ce. (7) approximations might be considered.
Based on the contour Fk(f), the Q-filter band- Remark 3. The time-frequency adaptive Qwidth profile at any time instant is going t o be filter can be seen as a time-varying low-pass

filter. The filter might change very fast (the the frequency contents is plotted as a function
motion control considered has a sampling rate of time.
of 0.125 [ms]). The fast switching between the
cut-off frequency of different Q-filters which correspond to different time instants is a major issue in switching control and hybrid system area.
For stability results for switched systems, which
can indicate a way to handle with the Q-filter,
we refer t o [3]. In case of the considered motion system, the cut-off frequencies are changing
smoothly enough from one time instant t o another. The switching control law does not affect
the stability of the system.
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Implementation
motion test rig

on

the

Figure 6: Wigner
servo error.

distribution

of the standstill

The Wigner distribution of the servo erIn this section we apply the procedure described
ror eo (when acceleration feed-forward is apin previous sections to the motion system, see
plied) shows high-energy low-frequency dynamFig. 5.
ics (where the acceleration profile changes), and
higher frequency dynamics overall in time (Fig.
7 )-

I
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Figure 5: Schematic view of a 3 DOF linear motion
system.
It is an electromechanical servo system with
scan speeds and accelerations of respectively 0.5
m/s and 10 m/s2. The positioning accuracy is
in terms of nanometers and microradians.
The time-frequency ILC is applied for a representative scan of velocity 0.5 [m/s], acceleration of 5 [m/ s2], jerk of 1000 [m/s3] over 0.1
[m] in y direction . The scanning trajectory
starts at (x,y) = (0, -0.05) [m2] and ends up
a t (x, y) = (0,0.05) [m2].
In what follows we describe the implementation
procedure and related results. We first implement the acceleration feed-forward signal uo.
As reference point for the time-frequency analysis of the (learned) servo errors, we consider
the Wigner distribution of the standstill error
(Fig. 6). In this case, the Wigner distribution
describes the time-frequency behaviour of the
standstill error: it measures how much of the
signal energy at a certain time [s] is concentrated
at a certain frequency [Hz] or, in other words,

Figure 7: Wigner distribution of the servo error
when acceleration feed-forward control is applied.
Using time-frequency analysis (Fig. 3), one identifies the high and low frequency components of
the control signal uo wo (see Fig. 2) as well as
their energy levels so that one could determine
if there is deterministic (low or high frequency)
system dynamics at a particular time instant or
just measurement noise.
As shown in Section 3, the time-varying cut-off
frequency of the Q-filter is designed. The signal uo wo is filtered (see (5)) with the timevarying Q-filter resulting in the first learned
feed-forward ul. Implementing the feed-forward
signal ul on the system, we obtain the first
learned tracking error el. In order t o compute the feed-forward signal u2,the same L-

+

+

and Q-filter as in the previous trial, the past
feed-forward signal ul and the past servo error
el are employed in the update law (5).
The same process can be iterated resulting in
better tracking errors. The servo error depicted
in Fig. 8 is obtained only after two iterations.
X

Time frequency adaptive ILC

tive deterministic components of the tracking
errors are eliminated. The non-repetitive and
the stochastic effects (up to about 250 [Hz]) presented in the servo errors are not amplified when
applying ILC. The performance of the adaptive
ILC from deterministic/stochastic point of view
is very good: the Wigner distributions of the
learned errors (Fig. 9) are comparable with the
Wigner distribution of the standstill error (Fig.
6).

5

Figure 8: Servo errors in the y direction, adaptive
ILC and standafd ILC.
Remark 4. The algorithm explained in Section 3 is adaptive not only over the time interval within a considered trial, but over iterations also. In this paper we show the time domain ~erformanceresults when implement the
same time-frequency adaptive filter for all trials. Therefore, the bandwidth of the Q-filter
changes in time within one trial, but does not
adapt it's profile from one iteration to another
one. Adaptive tuning of the Q-filter bandwidth
profile over iterations will be shown in a future
paper.

Scan-length independent
feed-forward signal

The motion system considered exhibits highenergy repetitive deterministic system dynamics
in the beginning and at the end of the scanning
interval (Fig. 3 and 7). This system property
was a sufficient reason to explore the possibility
t o design one learned feed-forward signal suitable for different scan lengths.
The Q-filter bandwidth varies from about 500
[Hz] in the beginning and at the end of scanning interval t o 50 [Hz] arround the middle of
the constant speed interval. This means that
around the points tl = 0.1 [s]and tz = 0.2 [ s ] ,
the Q-filter is active and the determinstic repetitive dynamics is suppressed up t o 500 [Hz}. In
the vicinity of the middle point of the constant
speed interval, the ILC is almost not active.
Remark 5. The Q-filter cut-off frequencies overall in time are given by the choice of the c, in
the adaptive alghorithm (see Section 3). Chosing a lower c, means that we learn up to higher
frequencies around the points to, t l , but the
c,-level plane encloses more noise, which means
that the noise would be amplified by the learning process. Increasing the value c, implies that
in the beginning and a t the end of scanning interval the learning process is active up to lower
frequencies than in the first case, but the noise
will not be amplified. The time domain performance of the adaptive ILC with fine-tuning of
the algorithm introduced in Section 2 (especially
tuning of the parameter c,) will be considered
in another paper.

When apply the adaptive ILC, we obtain the
Figure 9: Wigner distribution of the servo error learning feed-forward signal depicted in Fig. 10.
In comparison to the standard ILC feed-forward
when adaptive ILC is applied.
signal, it displays dynamics only in the beginWhen apply adaptive ILC, a comparable time ning and at the end of the scanning interval. Bedomain performance with standard ILC perfor- tween these intervals the adaptive learned feedmance is achieved (see Fig. 8). 411 repeti- forward signal has zero values.

0

Design ONE learned feed-forwards signal
suitable for different setpoints (see Fig.1).
Does not amplify stochastic and nonrepetitive effects.

References

Figure 10: Feed-forward signals in the y direction,
adaptive ILC and standard ILC.

New illumination interval
........................
Old illumination interval
.......................

f -I
-------

Figure 11: The design of the adaptive learned feedforward signal for different scan-length.
Therefore, when the scan-length changes we do
not have to perform learning again: we prolong
the old learned feed-forward signal inserting zeros such that the exposure length of the new
feed-forward signal corresponds t o the required
scan-length (Fig. 11). Implementing the lengthened learning feed-forward signal for a corresponding (longer) scanning interval, good timedomain performance is achieved.

Conclusions
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When implement time-frequency adaptive ILC,
we conclude the following:
0

0

Good tracking error along the entire scanning pattern is achieved.
For a given scanning trajectory, one accounts for position-dependent dynamics.
Understanding and controlling positiondependent dynamics while tracking movements on different (z, y) positions (Fig. 5)
is still an issue.
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